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Abstract 
The Situational Crisis Communications Theory (SCCT) states that what organizations say 
to various publics during a crisis should influence the extent of the reputational and financial 
damage a crisis can inflict on the organization's image. Past research has focused on 
distinguishing types of crises and what crisis-communication strategies should be used with 
traditional media. Research exists, but looks at social media and its effects on brand reputation 
during a crisis via case studies or is an experimental design focused on the information source. 
There is a lack of controlled experimental studies that investigate the role of social media in 
crisis-communications strategies. 
Guided by Coombs’ Situational Crisis Communications Theory, this controlled 
experimental design employed a 2x2 factorial design. The independent variables were (a) type of 
crisis (preventable, accidental) and (b) type of response (rebuild, diminish) used on Twitter. The 
dependent variable was organizational brand reputation. Survey participants were recruited 
through a paid Qualtrics panel who were millennials that live in Midwestern states.  
Specific research questions were RQ 1: Will all participants begin with the same pre-test 
score; RQ 2: Is there a time effect on brand reputation; RQ 3: Does an accidental crisis change 
brand reputation; RQ 4: Does a preventable crisis change brand reputation; RQ 5: Does brand 
reputation change vary by crisis type? Based on findings in previous research, hypotheses 
developed were: H1: Brand reputation will be consistent from pre-brand to post-brand test for 
matched crisis responses; H2: Post-brand tests for unmatched accidental responses will be 
consistent with or better than pre-brand tests; H3: Post-brand tests for unmatched preventable 
responses will be lower than pre-brand tests. 
  
The findings from this study give insight to how SCCT translates to Twitter. In this 
study, matched responses did not maintain reputation as the SCCT literature suggests. In 
addition, the accidental unmatched condition did not perform better than the matched condition. 
However, unmatched preventable did have a bigger decline in brand reputation than matched, 
suggesting it could be better to have no response than the wrong response in some situations. 
This study confirms the need for practitioners to understand the crisis type prior to responding 
and understand the role of social media in communication. Throughout the study, it was found 
that using an unmatched response could cause a decrease in brand reputation. This is especially 
true when using a low-attribution response for a high-attribution situation, as the response will 
fall short of what the crisis requires. 
 
Keywords: Crisis communication, Situational Crisis Communication Theory, social media, 
Twitter, brand reputation 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
  Background 
The sustainability and success of a company over a period of time is built by brand 
reputation. Reputation is produced from how employees, customers, investors, competitors, and 
the public view what a company does and what it stands for (Fombrun & van Riel, 1997). 
Having a positive reputation can reduce uncertainty about the organization’s performance, 
motivate consumers to buy products, attract high-quality employees, encourage outside 
investors, and retain essential transaction partners such as suppliers and distributors (Fombrun, 
2006). A threat to an organization’s brand reputation can be considered a crisis. Crises can do 
great harm to an organization's reputation by creating widespread and systematic disruption 
(Sellnow & Seeger, 2013). Crises are moments of moral imperative and the judgments, and 
evaluations made about a crisis often are grounded in larger ethical and value positions (Sellnow 
& Seeger, 2013).  
In 1995, Timothy Coombs shifted the conversation surrounding crisis communications 
with his Situational Crisis Communications Theory (SCCT), which focused on organizations 
maintaining or re-establishing a favorable reputation during and after a crisis. According to 
SCCT, there are four different responses, or what Coombs defines as postures, that can be used 
during a crisis situation to help control brand reputation loss. These postures include denial, 
diminishment, rebuilding, and bolstering (Coombs, 2015). Each posture aligns with a crisis type 
that includes victim cluster, accidental cluster, and preventable cluster. A victim cluster is 
defined as an event with very little attribution such as natural disasters, rumors, workplace 
violence, and malevolence (Coombs, 2015). The accidental cluster is comprised of technical-
error accidents, technical-error product harm, and challenges. Crisis events that fall under 
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accidental are considered by Coombs (1996) to be of low attribution of crisis responsibility and 
should use the diminishment strategy if an organization has no crisis history. The preventable 
cluster is considered to have strong attributions of crisis responsibility for the organization. 
Preventable crises include human-error accidents, human-error product harm, and organizational 
misdeeds. It is recommended to use the rebuild strategy for preventable crises (Coombs, 2015).  
The key to retaining a positive brand reputation is knowing what particular response 
strategy to use for a specific crisis situation (Coombs, 2012). According to SCCT, matched and 
unmatched responses will have differentiating effects on an organization’s brand reputation. A 
matched response is preferred because it will ideally meet stakeholders’ expectations of a 
response for the particular crisis situation. An unmatched response, depending on the situation, 
could cause stakeholders to see the organization as going above and beyond, or not doing 
enough. 
With more than 500 million tweets sent daily around the world, social media is an 
important tool for organizations to use in communication strategies to reach consumers (Salman, 
2017). Research suggests that social-media networks can be useful in times of crisis by quickly 
and effectively distributing information (Hand & Ching, 2011; Harman, 2011; Heverin & Zach, 
2010; Jin, Liu, & Austin, 2011; Procopio & Procopio, 2007; Wollan & Smith, 2010). Educating 
the public regarding risks, encouraging visible support of an organization or cause, and 
establishing a venue for open dialogue online are all strategies for using social media during a 
crisis (Chan, n.d.). 
Crisis management is a well-established practice of protecting an organization and/or 
stakeholder during a threat that is used in a wide variety of industries including government, 
medicine, food, health, and non-profits (Chan, n.d.). In this study, crisis management referred to 
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the practice of protecting an organization and its stakeholders from threats and/or reduce the 
impact felt by threats (Coombs, 2015). While some crises can be avoided, it is impossible to rid 
the world of all crisis events, such as environmental disasters. Crises have the ability to do great 
harm, but when managed effectively, an organization can create an opportunity for conversation 
and education with its publics (Chan, n.d.) However, once a crisis event occurs, socially 
mediated messages have the potential to add confusion, create anger, and hurt an organization’s 
reputation (Sellnow & Seeger, 2013). Therefore, crisis managers should have a guideline of what 
communication strategies, based on theory, are best to use when designing a social-media crisis 
response strategy. This designed experiment studied how the communication strategy used on 
Twitter during a crisis effects brand reputation. 
  Statement of Problem 
Past research focused on distinguishing types of crises and what crisis-communication 
strategies should be used within traditional media, yet fail to provide similar research for social-
media outlets (Brown, 2014; Brown, Dickhaus, & Long, 2012; Freberg, Saling, Vidoloff, & 
Eosco, 2013; Jin, Liu, & Austin, 2011). Research on crisis communication via social media 
exists, but it has focused on the information source rather than organization messaging or used a 
case study approach (Brown, 2014; Cooley & Cooley, 2011; Franklin, 2014; Ma & Zhan, 2016; 
Porter, 2016; Sisco, Collins, & Zoch, 2010; Utz, Schultz, & Glocka, 2013). These studies have 
indicated the importance of strategically matching crisis information form and source when 
organizations respond to crises, but do not focus on content of the message or are not 
experimental in nature (Jin, Liu, & Austin, 2011). In addition, what has been developed in crisis 
communication has not been controllably tested in new media. Crisis communication is 
increasing in necessity as new media and the communication environment has evolved. People 
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are no longer seeking crisis-related information solely from official sources within traditional 
media but are actively getting it publically via information and communication technology 
(Heverin & Zach, 2010). Focusing on the content of messages via Twitter will provide 
communication professionals a larger picture of what should be said depending on different 
crisis levels. 
  Significance of the Study 
With the shift to online and social-media channels by information consumers, 
organizations must respond and engage with audiences during a crisis to correct inaccuracies and 
address concerns (Wollan & Smith, 2010). The study approached this issue by providing a brand 
reputation measurement survey to participants prior to an accidental or preventable crisis, with a 
matched and unmatched response being shown and then measured participants with the same 
measurement tool at the end of the experiment. In addition, a true control was used to ensure 
there were consistent responses given between the pre-brand and post-brand test with a time 
delay.  
This study should help fulfill the gap for unique crisis-communications content strategy 
needs for social media. The study also aimed to define how the type of crisis-communications 
strategy used on Twitter affects brand reputation. During the last 21 years, limited experimental 
design research has been done to expand upon this literature and bring it into the digital age. 
Prior research has rarely applied experimental, quantitative designs to investigate the topic of 
crisis-response strategies (Benoit, 1995; Coombs, 2015). Therefore, the main goal of this study 
was to test how crisis type and response strategies influence brand reputation when using Twitter 
for crisis response. Conducting research in a controlled environment allows researchers to 
systematically understand how practices from traditional media may be used on social-media 
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platforms. Since organizations are online and consumers are online, crisis responses must be 
done online. And, the part most controlled by the organization is its message, so it is the best 
way for an organization to impact brand reputation. 
  Assumptions 
It was assumed, based on SCCT, that if a matched strategy for the accidental crisis was 
used then the organization’s brand reputation would stabilize or increase from pre-brand 
reputation test to post-brand-reputation test. Since the unmatched response of rebuilding for the 
accidental crisis should be seen as overcompensating by participants for the accidental crisis, the 
organization’s brand reputation should increase when it is used. For the preventable crisis, it was 
assumed that if the matched response type of rebuild was used, then the organization’s reputation 
would stabilize. If the unmatched response type of diminishment was used, then the 
organization’s reputation would decrease due to lack of taking responsibility for the crisis. 
  Research Questions and Hypotheses 
Using Coombs’ (1995) Situational Crisis Communications Theory, this research 
investigated how crisis-communication strategies affect brand reputation, specifically when used 
on Twitter.  
  Research Questions 
•   RQ 1: Will all participants begin with the same pre-test score? 
•   RQ 2: Is there a time effect on brand reputation? 
•   RQ 3: Does an accidental crisis change brand reputation? 
•   RQ 4: Does a preventable crisis change brand reputation? 
•   RQ 5: Does brand reputation change vary by crisis type? 
  Hypotheses 
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•   H1: Brand reputation will be consistent from pre-brand to post-brand test for matched 
crisis responses. 
•   H2: Post-brand tests for unmatched accidental responses will be consistent with or better 
than pre-brand tests. 
•   H3: Post-brand tests for unmatched preventable responses will be lower than pre-brand 
tests. 
  Study Limitations 
There are limitations of this study that were anticipated and had possible solutions 
employed. The first limitation was that this was an experimental design. Since the organization 
of focus and crisis are fictional, the experiment possibly led to a lack of authenticity and could 
have provided a challenge with the organization's relativity. However, the experiment was 
designed around creating a health center on a university campus far from participants’ location to 
create a sense of realness. This was done by creating a mock website page screenshot for the 
health center that participants viewed (Appendix A). The second limitation is the participants’ 
use and exposure to Twitter. To overcome this obstacle, the questionnaire asked participants 
about their use or exposure to Twitter to account for this variability. In addition, researchers 
created images that appear to be tweets with specific time stamps that coordinate with the crisis 
response (Appendix B). 
  Definitions of Key Terms 
•   Brand Reputation – The perceptions among employees, customers, investors, 
competitors, and the general public about what a company is, what it does, and what it 
stands for (Fombrun & van Riel, 1997). 
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•   Crisis – An occurrence that may cause negative outcomes affecting the organization, 
company or industry, as well as its publics, products, services or good name (Fearn-
Banks, 2007). 
•   Crisis Communication – The sending and receiving of messages “to prevent or lessen the 
negative outcomes of a crisis and thereby protect the organization, stakeholders, and/or 
industry from damage” (Coombs, 1999, p. 4). 
•   Crisis Management – The practice of protecting an organization and its stakeholders from 
threats and/or reduce the impact felt by threats (Coombs, 2015). 
•   Data Breach – The loss or theft of personally identifiable information such as social 
security number, credit card number, name, and date of birth (Romanosky, Telang, & 
Acquisti, 2011). 
•   Healthcare Center – Health centers offer responsive and cost-effective healthcare that 
can include comprehensive primary and preventive services; prenatal and 
postpartum care; patient education, case management, and outreach; translation and other 
support services (PR Newswire, 2002). For this study a simulated healthcare center called 
Piedmont Health Center was developed. 
•   Midwest Region – A region including Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Iowa, 
Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota (Classroom 
Resources, n.d.). 
•   Millennial – Individuals ranging from ages 18 to 39 (Brandau, 2012). 
•   Situational Crisis Communication Theory (SCCT) – A theory created by Timothy 
Coombs that states that what organizations say to various publics during a crisis should 
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influence the extent of the reputational and financial damage a crisis can inflict on the 
organization's image (Coombs, 1995). 
•   Social Media – Web-based services that allow users to construct a public profile, create 
connections with other users, and share content (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). 
  Summary 
A crisis is an event that interrupts the normal business transactions and can sometimes 
threaten the existence of an organization (Fearn-Banks, 2007). During the past 20 years, 
researchers have developed theoretical and conceptual approaches for responding to a crisis to 
better understand the crisis types and appropriate use of strategies (Ulmer, Sellnow & Seeger, 
2010). There is a lack of controlled experimental studies that delve into the role social media 
plays within crisis-communications strategies, which are messages from the organization, on 
brand reputation. 
Using Coombs’ SCCT, this research controllably investigated how crisis-communication 
strategies affect brand reputation, specifically when used on Twitter. The purpose of this study 
was to investigate the effects of Twitter-based crisis-communication strategies on brand 
reputation. Specific research questions were RQ 1: Will all participants begin with the same pre-
test score; RQ 2: Is there a time effect on brand reputation; RQ 3: Does an accidental crisis 
change brand reputation; RQ 4: Does a preventable crisis change brand reputation; and RQ 5: 
Does brand reputation change vary by crisis type? Based on findings in previous research, 
hypotheses developed were: H1: Brand reputation will be consistent from pre-brand to post-
brand test for matched crisis responses; H2: Post-brand tests for unmatched accidental responses 
will be consistent with or better than pre-brand tests; and H3: Post-brand tests for unmatched 
preventable responses will be lower than pre-brand tests. The following chapter will examine 
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past studies and findings involving crisis communications as it pertains to brand reputation and 
social media.  
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
  Introduction 
This review of literature investigated previous studies evaluating organizational crisis 
communications, strategies used to communicate with stakeholders, social media, and brand 
reputation. Questions and hypotheses that shaped this study were: 
  Research Questions 
•   RQ 1: Will all participants begin with the same pre-test score? 
•   RQ 2: Is there a time effect on brand reputation? 
•   RQ 3: Does an accidental crisis change brand reputation? 
•   RQ 4: Does a preventable crisis change brand reputation? 
•   RQ 5: Does brand reputation change vary by crisis type? 
  Hypotheses 
•   H1: Brand reputation will be consistent from pre-brand to post-brand test for matched 
crisis responses. 
•   H2: Post-brand tests for unmatched accidental responses will be consistent with or better 
than pre-brand tests. 
•   H3: Post-brand tests for unmatched preventable responses will be lower than pre-brand 
tests. 
The literature review will begin by analyzing brand reputation and transition to look at 
social media and then crisis communication, strategies or models that are used by 
communications professionals on social media. Using Coombs’ (1995) Situational Crisis 
Communications Theory as a framework, this review highlights past findings, analyzes crisis 
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event types, and investigates how crisis-communication strategies affect brand reputation, 
specifically when used on Twitter (Figure 2.1). 
 
Figure 2.1. Gap in experimental design research looking at effects of SCCT used via social 
media 
Brand Reputation 
Reputations generate perceptions among employees, customers, investors, competitors, 
and the general public about what a company is, what it does, and what it stands for (Fombrun & 
van Riel, 1997). Having a positive reputation can reduce stakeholder uncertainty about 
organizational performance, motivate consumers to buy products, attract high-quality employees, 
encourage outside investors, and retain essential transaction partners such as suppliers and 
distributors (Fombrun, 2006). The definition of corporate reputation from Fombrun and van Riel 
(1997) is “a collective representation of a firm’s past actions and results that describes the firm’s 
ability to deliver valued outcomes to multiple stakeholders” (p. 10).  
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A positive reputation is considered to be one of the most valuable assets an organization 
can have (Vidaver-Cohen, 2007). An organization with a favorable reputation can experience 
stakeholders ignoring bad news because they are unlikely to believe that a good organization did 
anything bad (Coombs, 2015). This is caused by stakeholders’ disbelief of the negative news. 
However, if an organization has a negative reputation prior to stakeholders hearing bad news or 
experiencing a crisis, then it is likely to experience additional reputational damage (Coombs & 
Holladay, 2002). Depending on the measurement tool being used, brand reputation can be 
characterized by the organization’s good products and services, relationship with consumers, 
positive feelings created from interactions, leadership and innovation, internal environment, 
ethical enterprise, and discretionary social responsibility practices (Feldman, Bahamonde, & 
Bellido, 2014). 
  Measuring Brand Reputation 
There are several popular models that measure brand reputation, including the Most 
Admired Companies (MAC) list, Reputation Quotient, Corporate Personality Scale, and the 
Stakeholder Performance Indicator and Relationship Improvement Tool (SPIRIT) model 
(MacMillan, Money, Downing, & Hillenbrand, 2005), and the Consumer Reputation Index 
(CRI). Each model differs in its underlying approach and what is measured, which is shown in 
Figure 2.2. The model used for this study is the CRI tool, which will be discussed further later in 
this section.  
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Figure 2.2. Comparison table of brand measurement tools 
The MAC list model was developed by Fortune Magazine’s editorial panel to measure 
reputational characteristics admired by financial analysts, corporate executives, and journalists. 
The eight characteristics of reputation measured through the model are innovation, financial 
soundness, employee talent, use of corporate assets, long-term investment value, social 
responsibility, quality of management, and quality of products and services (MacMillan, Money, 
Downing, & Hillenbrand, 2005). The MAC list model is usable to those who have financial and 
detailed company knowledge, however, it does not focus heavily on the consumer side of brand 
reputation. 
The Reputation Quotient was developed in 1996 by Fombrun from a literature review and 
focus groups with the general public in 10 countries, followed by quantitative surveys. 
Reputation is measured in terms of stakeholder expectations of an organization. Expectations are 
broken into six pillars of reputation including emotional appeal, products and services, vision 
and leadership, workplace environment, financial performance and social responsibility. Due to 
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survey participants not having experience with the workplace environment of the organization of 
this study, this model was not used.  
 In 2003, the Corporate Personality Scale was published to build off a previous 
measurement scale called the Aaker Brand Personality Scale which surveys an organization's 
employees and customers. The scale measures seven dimensions of corporate personality, 
including agreeableness, enterprise, competence, chic, ruthlessness, machismo, and informality 
(MacMillan, Money, Downing, & Hillenbrand, 2005). The scale lacks direct questions that 
would be easily defined by a participant going through a designed experiment with no prior 
experience with the organization. It also uses terms that are difficult to define in a quantitative 
manner such as chic and machismo.   
The SPIRIT model was published by MacMilan, Money, Dowing, and Hillenbrand in 
2004, and was developed during a seven-year span of conceptual and empirical research 
(Baldarelli & Gigli, 2011). The scale was developed through a review of reputation, marketing, 
and psychology literature, along with focus groups, interviews, and questionnaires (MacMillan, 
Money, Downing, & Hillenbrand, 2005). Unlike popular models such as the Reputation Quotient 
and Corporate Personality Scale, the SPIRIT model analyzes an organization's relationship with 
key stakeholders, including customers, employees and investors, and their perception of the 
organization’s governance, reputation, and responsibility (Baldarelli & Gigli, 2011). Due to the 
scale asking specific questions about finances and direct interactions with an organization, it was 
not appropriate to use for a designed experiment.  
The Consumer Reputation Index (CRI) was published by Feldman, Bahamonde, and 
Bellido in 2014, and bases brand reputation from an organization having alignment between its 
vision, culture (capabilities), and image (expectations). The original goal of the model was to 
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provide an organization with the tools to determine whether it needs to reinforce its current 
position or brand or work on its alignment of vision, culture, and image (Feldman, Bahamonde, 
& Bellido, 2014). Feldman, Bahamonde, and Bellido used the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of 
sampling adequacy (MSA) and Bartlett’s test of Sphericity to test stability of the CRI. Both 
statistics reported positive results. The MSA score of 0.95 and Bartlett’s test of Sphericity were 
significant, deeming the data appropriate for factor analysis and the model stable. The study was 
originally published looking at 69 Peruvian enterprises, representatives of 15 industrial sectors 
that included public services, mining, department stores, transportation, etc (Feldman, 
Bahamonde, & Bellido, 2014). 
 The CRI model measures reputation with one main question regarding the respondent’s 
overall perception of the organization and seven other questions that characterize the 
organization’s reputation issues such as: having good products and services, relationship with 
consumers, generates positive feelings, leadership and innovation, internal environment, ethical 
enterprise, and discretionary social responsibility practices (Feldman, Bahamonde, & Bellido, 
2014). The eight questions are measured in a six-point multi-item Likert scale (1-absolutely 
agree, 6-absolutely disagree). Feldman, Bahamonde, and Bellido (2014) utilized the following 
eight questions: 
1.   Is a socially responsible company - This company contributes actively and voluntarily 
to the social improvement, economic viability, and the environment of society. 
2.   Is a company that has good products/services - This company stands behind its 
products and services with good price and good quality that meet consumer needs. 
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3.   Is a company that relates well with consumers (Customer Orientation) - This 
company treats customers courteously, communicates with them, and takes care of 
their safety and health. 
4.   Is a company that generates positive feelings in people - This company generates 
respect, admiration esteem, and confidence. 
5.   Is a company with leadership and innovation - This company is recognized, has 
excellent leadership, is innovative, and seeks constant innovations. 
6.   Is a company with a good workplace environment - This company looks like a good 
company to work for, by its infrastructure such as its working environment, benefits, 
and good relationships with its employees. 
7.   Is an ethical company - This company is a company with values that obeys the laws, 
is transparent, and respects people and the environment. 
8.   Is a company that practices social responsibility - This company supports good causes 
that benefit society and environment. 
A way that an organization can strengthen brand recognition and loyalty, convert 
customers, increase website traffic, and improve customer insights is by using social media 
(DeMers, 2014). The next sections will discuss social media effects on brand reputation. 
  Social Media 
Social-media outlets are digital tools and applications that facilitate interactive 
communication and content exchange among audiences and organizations. Boyd and Ellison 
(2007) define social networks as web-based services that allow users to construct a public 
profile, create connections with other users, and share content. Social-media networks allow 
development, creation, dissemination, and consumption of information by individuals (Wollan & 
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Smith, 2010). Users can upload photographs, post what they are doing at any given time, and 
send personal or public messages to whomever they choose. Similarly, organizations can use 
social-media platforms to increase brand awareness and revenues, along with attracting and 
retaining new customers (Wollan & Smith, 2010).  
Six Degrees, was created in 1997, and is considered the first recognized social-media 
platform (Hendricks, 2013). The platform enabled users to upload a profile and become friends 
with other users. In 1999, blogging sites became popular, and began the social-media trend that 
is still popular today (Hendricks, 2013). Shortly after in 2005, YouTube was launched and 
created an outlet for users to upload and share video. By 2006, two of the most popular social-
media sites today, Twitter and Facebook, were open to the public for sharing photos, status 
updates, and networking (Hendricks, 2013). 
Based on social-media sites used by major Interbrand 100 and Fortune 500 companies, 
there are seven top social-media sites today. These include Facebook with 1.44 billion monthly 
users, YouTube with 1 billion monthly users, and Twitter, Instagram, and Google+ with more 
than 300 million monthly users each. Tumblr has 230 million monthly users and Pinterest has 47 
million monthly users. In 2015, YouTube had a 100% adoption rate among Interbrand 100 
companies, followed closely by Twitter and Facebook with 98% and 96%, respectively (Simply 
Measured, 2015). The social-media network with the most audience activity is Twitter with 98% 
of brands active using monthly. Due to Twitter being one of the most widely used outlets and the 
frequent amount of updates users are able to provide viewers, it was selected as the medium for 
this study.  
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  Twitter 
Twitter is considered a microblog social networking platform through which individuals 
can post or tweet comments to those who subscribe or follow the blogger (Social Media 
Examiner, 2011). Due to its immediacy and ease of use, Twitter has been used for news, politics, 
business, entertainment, and personal tweeting. Since launching in 2006, Twitter has registered 
more than 500 million users, of which an estimated 51% follow companies, brands, or products 
through social media (Edison Research, 2010; Sevin, 2013). 
Twitter provides organizations two different communication opportunities. The first is 
that Twitter is cost-effective and a one-way communication method to broadcast a message to a 
broad but intended audience. Another technique is organizations can engage with followers in 
two-way communications. Almost half of tweets utilize the broad one-way communication 
strategy. According to Sevin (2013), nearly 47% of all tweets share only information with other 
users about various events, where only a fifth (20%) of tweets enabled organizations to directly 
engage in a two-way conversation. The strategy least used (less than 1%) by companies is 
tweeting to and engaging a specific user. Sevin’s research showed that the majority of the other 
32% of companies tend to use Twitter to broadcast messages to the general public in a one-to-
many manner, rather than to individuals in a one-to-one manner. 
Five major functions are carried out by organizations active on Twitter (Sevin, 2013). 
These functions can be mirrored in other industry Twitter campaigns and include the following: 
•   Online information center - provide announcements and up-to-date information about 
itself. 
•   Question center - ask followers specific questions and get consumer feedback. 
•   Deal announcement - distribute promotions and coupons to followers. 
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•   Retweet hub - share or ‘retweet’ content provided by other accounts and does not 
always produce original content. Tweets shared included news stories, industry 
updates, event information, and other content that builds a community of promotion 
for places. 
•   Organizational hub - interact with related agencies such as government, chambers of 
commerce, tourism offices, etc. to build a community of promotion for places. 
The variety of campaigns that can be used on Twitter provides flexibility in how an 
organization communicates with an audience. These functions are also of use during a crisis 
situation, which will be discussed in the next section. 
  Twitter and Brand Reputation 
Digital branding is more than visual identity and logos, it is about building an online 
experience for users, which plays a part of brand reputation (Rowles, 2014). Consumers use 
social media to view photos and videos, interact with friends and find businesses or brands 
(Trainor, Andzulis, Rapp, & Agnihotri, 2014).  
Social media allows organizations to strengthen brand recognition and loyalty, convert 
customers, increase website traffic, and improve customer insights (DeMers, 2014). More than 
half (53%) of Americans who follow brands on social media are more loyal to those brands 
(Bauer, 2012). Social-media networks provide organizations with channels to express a brand's 
voice and connect with audiences at a personal level. Organizations have the opportunity to 
engage in two-way communications with past, present, and future customers through audiences 
using social media (Bauer, 2012). Two-way communication outlets enable an organization to not 
only speak to an audience, but also listen (Laskin, 2012), allowing organizations to interact with 
an audience and fulfill potential needs that may arise. As organizations look to forge stronger 
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connections with customers in a competitive marketplace, social-media tools can dramatically 
influence firm performance through customer engagement and the value created from customer 
interactions (Trainor, Andzulis, Rapp, & Agnihotri, 2014). This means companies can 
communicate directly with customers, foster relationships, and assess consumers’ brand attitudes 
(Trainor, Andzulis, Rapp, & Agnihotri, 2014). 
Since 2009, American adults reported the Internet was their preferred source for 
information and the most reliable source for news (Reuters, 2009) and 69% online adults 
reported using social networking sites (Social Networking Fact Sheet, 2017). This number 
continues to grow daily and organizations are increasingly taking advantage of this trend to 
communicate with publics (Social Networking Fact Sheet, 2017).  
There are six popular ways for brands to measure success of its Twitter account beyond 
the amount of followers an account has (Simply Measured, 2014). Metrics include measuring 
follower growth, engagement, web traffic, influence, and impressions and reach (Simply 
Measured, 2014). Follower growth is one of the easiest ways to tell if a campaign has had a 
meaningful impact. Engagement trends can tell an organization if Twitter users were interacting 
with what was tweeted. One of the most concrete ways to determine success of a campaign is 
viewing Twitter data from website traffic by using Twitter analytics or a third party tracking site. 
Many social-media campaign goals are not centered on strictly reaching people, but on reaching 
a target market and engaged influencers. Lastly, organizations can measure success by 
impressions and reach of a campaign. Impressions and reach mean that a tweet has been 
delivered to the Twitter stream of a particular account (Union Metrics Support, 2016). Not 
everyone who receives a tweet will read it, so it should be considered as a measure of potential 
impressions. Both reach and impressions should be treated as directional metrics to give an idea 
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of the overall exposure the tracked term received. These metrics can be used to get a sense of the 
potential audience size. Impressions are benchmark metrics that can be used to look at standard 
impressions and reach against campaign metrics (Simply Measured, 2014). 
Several studies have investigated the influence Twitter has on word-­‐of-­‐mouth for brands 
and reputation management. Janson, Zhang, and Sobel (2009) stated there were numerous 
possibilities to use Twitter for branding efforts and customer relations. Janson, Zhang, and 
Sobel’s study analyzed more than 150,000 microblogging postings as a form of word-of-mouth 
to spread opinions concerning brands. The study found 19% of microblogs mentioned a brand, 
20% expressed opinions about the brand, and of the opinions, 50% were positive and 33% were 
negative toward the company or product (Janson, Zhang, & Sobel, 2009). The study concluded 
that microblogs influence brand image and awareness; therefore, organizations should 
proactively incorporate marketing strategies to manage microblogging sites, such as Twitter. 
  Millennials on Twitter 
Twitter users are predominantly 18 to 29 (Twitter, 2015) who create and share short 
messages with others. This age range falls into the category of the millennial generation. 
Researchers have several different labels and ranges to refer to the group of individuals born 
after 1980 and up to the turn of the century. This group has been called Generation Y, Millennial 
Generation (or Millennials), Generation Next, Net Generation, and Echo Boomers. Millennials 
can be classified as a group who succeeded Generation X (Strauss & Howe, 1992). Pew 
Research (2016) reports there are about 74.9 million millennials today, which rivals the baby 
boomer generation of about 80 million in its population. Sweeny (2006) initially provides an 
overarching stereotype of millennials as “gamers,” due to the extensive use of technology as a 
major influence on how they view the world. Lancaster (2014) describes millennials as “globally 
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concerned, integrated, cyber literate, media and technology savvy, realistic, environmentally 
conscious and will try anything” (p. 4). The advancement of technology available during 
millenials’ youth up through their teen years and into adulthood is probably one of the most 
notable influences; constant connectivity and the ability to Google anything at anytime has 
influenced Millennials personally, professionally, emotionally, and mentally (Lancaster, 2014). 
  Crises 
A crisis is defined by Fearn-Banks (2007), as an occurrence that may cause negative 
outcomes affecting the organization, company or industry, as well as its publics, products, 
services or good name. Sellnow and Seeger (2013) noted that crises almost always bring up basic 
ethical issues and questions regarding wrongdoing, intent, cause, blame, responsibility, victims, 
fairness and equality, among others. Crises often involve a violation of strongly held social 
values such as personal security, safety, and the moral duty to keep others safe from harm 
(Sellnow & Seeger, 2013). A crisis is an event that interrupts the normal business transactions 
and can sometimes threaten the existence of an organization (Fearn-Banks, 2007). Crises are 
moments of moral imperative and the judgments and evaluations made about a crisis often are 
grounded in larger ethical and value positions (Sellnow & Seeger, 2013). Events classified as 
crises share three general attributes: unanticipated or violated expectations, threaten high-priority 
goals, and require relatively rapid response to contain or mitigate the harm (Seeger, Sellnow & 
Ulmer, 2003).  
The need for crisis-communication management has been impacted by the increase use of 
social media and online outlets to gather information (Coombs, 2015). Crises are no longer 
isolated events, they are events that can easily go global due to photographs and video being 
posted online (Coombs, 2015). In addition, organizations are no longer able to worry about what 
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crises happen directly to them, but also need to be concerned with what is happening around the 
organization. Collateral damage to an organization can occur due national crisis events, or events 
that happen within the community. If an organization is not prepared for a crisis, something 
known as negligent failure to plan, it can be held accountable and legally liable due to a 1970 
Occupational Safety and Health Act policy (Coombs, 2015). 
Crises generally consist of several different stages. Fink’s (1986) four stages of a crisis 
include the prodromal, crisis breakout, chronic, and resolution. The prodromal is where an 
organization is able to identify clues or hints that a crisis is about to occur. In order for an 
organization to identify the beginning stages of a crisis, there needs to be readily developed 
detection systems in place to determine the prodromes. The second stage during a crisis is a 
crisis breakout, which are the earliest events that are part of the crisis and produce damage that 
can be physical or reputational. The chronic stage occurs as the organization begins to combat 
the effects of the crisis. This is the stage in which this research will focus on how communication 
strategies can affect brand reputation. The fourth stage of a crisis is the resolution, which is when 
the organization determines the crisis events are no longer an issue and no longer cause a threat 
to various audiences. Although this is the last stage of a crisis, the effects of the crisis may still 
linger for an extended period of time (Fink, 1986). Once the crisis is in the resolution phase, 
efforts need to be evaluated to see what is working and what needs improvement. The 
organization should seek ways to improve prevention, preparation, and/or the response (Coombs, 
2007). 
  Types of Crises 
While crises all have similar characteristics or outcomes that classify them as crises, not 
all crises are of similar type or origin. Coombs (2015) states that in order to determine the crisis 
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type, one must look to see what cues are present and being used to describe the crisis. Crisis-
communication researchers developed the crisis type classification system to reduce uncertainty 
once a crisis occurs (Ulmer, Sellnow, & Seeger, 2010; Newsom, Turk, & Kruckeberg, 2003). 
Ulmer, Sellnow, and Seeger (2010) have categorized crisis types into intentional crises and 
unintentional crises. Intentional crises are designed to cause harm to an organization, such as 
terrorism, sabotage, workplace violence, and hostile takeovers. Unintentional crises are generally 
unforeseeable or unavoidable; such as natural disasters, product failure, disease outbreaks, and 
downturns in economy (Ulmer et al., 2010). The two crisis types, intentional and unintentional, 
provide a simplistic way for organizations to identify and prepare for the potential crises. In 
addition, Newsom, Turk, and Kruckeberg (2003) categorized a third category for crises, acts of 
nature. The acts of nature category includes violent crises (i.e., hurricanes) and nonviolent crises 
(i.e., droughts). This newer category created removes natural disasters from the unintentional 
crisis category to leave product failure, disease outbreaks, and downturns in economy (Ulmer et 
al., 2010). The following section looks at communication purposes and goals when responding to 
a crisis, regardless of type. 
  Crisis Communications Purpose and Goals 
Crisis communications is a process of purposefully communicating information by a 
public or private organization to an audience (Walaski, 2011). Communication is particularly 
challenging during crises because an immediate response is necessary, due to the looming threat, 
and because situations inherently being uncertain (Ulmer, Sellnow, & Seeger, 2007). Crisis 
communications involves the sending and receiving of messages “to prevent or lessen the 
negative outcomes of a crisis and thereby protect the organization, stakeholders, and/or industry 
from damage” (Coombs, 1999, p. 4). 
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During a crisis, an organization's stakeholders can look for communication types utilized, 
such as advice and answers regarding the crisis, information on the crisis, and processes and 
framework for the crisis (Morgan et al., 2002). Lundgren and McMakin (2004) identified 
significant factors that shape how an organization uses the response type following a crisis. The 
first factors are if the crisis involves legal issues and regulatory requirements on the state and 
federal level that may influence information provided by the organization to the public. Another 
factor is if the organization has written policies on how a response is given to the public.  
Crises can create opportunities for organizations if strategically navigated. Meyers and 
Holusha (1986) describe seven potential opportunities associated with crisis: “heroes are born, 
change is accelerated, latent problems are faced, people can be changed, new strategies evolve, 
early warning systems develop, and new competitive advantages appear” (p. 46). 
Corporations are finding that stakeholders have elevated expectations about the quality of 
what they buy and of corporate behavior (Greyser, 2009). Using the wrong response during an 
incident or crisis will put the organization's reputation with consumers on the line (Griffin, 
2014). An example of this is the incident of United Ways response to forcibly removing a 
passenger from its plane due to lack of seating available. After receiving back lash and drop of 
stock prices after the first organizational response was published, the organization then released a 
second and then third response. Once a reputation is tarnished, an organization may restore trust, 
although that is not guaranteed. Reputational damage can be translated into financial damage and 
threaten the organization's survival (Coombs, 1996). During a crisis situation, organizations can 
use crisis response strategies to repair reputational damage (Coombs, 2015). There are 
differences between crises and response strategies organizations can use, which have been 
characterized in crisis-communication theories. 
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  Crisis Communication Theories 
During the past 20 years, researchers have developed theoretical and conceptual 
approaches for responding to a crisis to better understand the crisis types and appropriate use of 
strategies (Ulmer, Sellnow, & Seeger, 2010). Prevalent crisis-communication theories include 
Image Restoration Theory (IRT) (Benoit, 1995), The Discourse of Renewal Theory (DTR) 
(Ulmer, Sellnow & Seeger, 2011), Situational Crisis Communications Theory (SCCT) (Coombs, 
1996; Lariscy, Avery, & Sweetser, 2009), and the most recent, Social Mediated Crisis 
Communication Model (SMCC) (Jin, Lui, & Austin, 2011).  
IRT is the dominate communication theory that often seeks to limit or contain 
responsibility and the legal liability by shifting blame or stating that the accused did not actually 
cause the harm (Sellnow & Seeger, 2013). The theory focuses primarily on the immediate 
aftermath of an event through the lens of various strategic messages, including denial, shifting 
the blame, mortification, corrective action, and minimization. In essence, image restoration and 
its variants attend to questions of reputational repair by articulating the range of assorted 
strategic messages likely to repair the image of the organization or individual under attack 
(Benoit, 1995). 
While image restoration focuses on explaining and interpreting what has happened and 
who is at fault, the Discourse of Renewal Theory focuses on what will happen and how the 
organization will move forward. The theory provides an alternative approach to image 
restoration theories following a disaster or crisis. By focusing on the provisional responses from 
organizational leaders about devastating disasters, such as fires and floods, the leaders’ natural 
impulse is to rebuild and move beyond the crisis (Ulmer, Sellnow, & Seeger, 2006).  
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The SMCC model is categorized into two parts: 1) how the source and form of crisis 
information affect organizations’ response options and 2) recommended social-mediated crisis 
response strategies (Jin, Lui, & Austin, 2011). The theory divides crisis information sources into 
two categories, that which is produced by the organization and that which comes from a third 
party outside of the organization. Though useful, SMCC focuses on the information form and 
source rather than message content 
While these theories are popular within crisis-communications research, SCCT looks at 
how strategies used within particular crisis situations affect how the message is perceived. Due 
to this study’s focus on the communication strategy utilized, SCCT was used as the foundation 
for crisis response development and testing. The theory, developed by Coombs in 1995, is based 
around maintaining or re-establishing a favorable reputation during and after a crisis (Jin, Lui, & 
Austin, 2011). The following sections will explore how SCCT categorizes crises and what 
response strategies are recommended. 
  Situational Crisis Communication Theory 
SCCT was developed by Timothy Coombs in 1995, and was officially published in 2007. 
This provides a framework for understanding how to maximize the reputational protection by 
crisis communication and identifies how key features of crisis situations impact attributions 
about the crisis and organizational reputation (Coombs, 2007). Coombs drew on the attribution 
theory, to help develop SCCT (Coombs, 1995). Attribution theory states that once an event 
occurs, people will try to establish and figure out why the event happened. Even if the people 
themselves have little to no knowledge of the event, they will still assign responsibility to 
someone (Coombs & Holladay, 2010). SCCT focuses on how an audience will react to a crisis 
based on how the crisis is perceived, crisis response strategy, crisis history, prior reputation, and 
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crisis responsibility as shown in Figure 2.3. How SCCT has been used in previous research will 
be discussed further in this chapter. 
 
Figure 2.3. Situational Crisis Communication Theory Model 
  Situational Crisis Communication Theory Clusters 
According to SCCT, crisis types are clustered into three categories by level of attributed 
responsibility, including victim cluster, accidental cluster, and preventable cluster. The first 
category, victim cluster, is where there is “very little attribution of crisis responsibility for the 
organization” (Coombs, 2011, p. 158). The cluster involves events that cause stakeholders to see 
the organization as a victim and not the cause of the crisis, including natural disasters, rumors, 
workplace violence, and malevolence (Coombs, 2015). The accidental cluster is comprised of 
technical-error accidents, technical-error product harm, and challenges. Crisis events that fall 
under accidental are considered by Coombs (1996) to be of low attribution of crisis 
responsibility. Lastly, the preventable cluster is considered to have strong attributions of crisis 
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responsibility for the organization. Preventable crises include human-error accidents, human-
error product harm, and organizational misdeeds. 
  Situational Crisis Communication Theory Strategies 
For each of the three crisis type clusters, there is a recommended response strategy stated 
in SCCT (Figure 2.4). What organizations say to various publics during a crisis should influence 
the extent of the reputational and financial damage a crisis can inflict on the organization's image 
(Coombs, 1996). The strategies created by Coombs are organized by determining whether the 
intent is to change perceptions of the crisis or of the organization in crisis. The 10 most common 
strategies have been grouped into four postures by Coombs (2015) to include denial, 
diminishment, rebuilding, and bolstering (Figure 2.4).  
 
Figure 2.4. SCCT Posture Response Strategies 
The denial posture includes attacking the accuser, denial, and scapegoating as its 
strategies (Coombs, 2015). By using the denial strategy, the organization is claiming there was 
no crisis or it is blaming the crisis on a third party (Coombs, 1996). The diminishment strategy 
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attempts to reduce attributions of organizational control or the negative effects of the crisis. The 
diminishment posture contains two strategies, including excusing, which reinforces minimal 
responsibility for the crisis, and justification, which reinforces minimal damage from the crisis. 
Both strategies are recommended to be used with crises having a low level of crisis 
responsibility, such as accidents. The rebuilding posture is composed of two strategies that try to 
improve an organization's reputation and are used when the organization is taking responsibility 
or accepts the crisis. Compensation indicates that the organization is taking responsibility for the 
crisis and is suggested to be used when there are visible victims. The apology strategy, while 
valued, is considered the most complex to execute due to the difference in a full and partial 
apology (Coombs, 2015). The difference between apology levels is the legal liabilities that can 
follow. The last posture is bolstering, which strives to build a positive connection between the 
organization and stakeholders with three strategies. The strategies include reminding, 
ingratiation, and victimage. Coombs (2015) suggests using bolstering strategies supplemental to 
other postures because they focus on the organization. The reminding and ingratiation strategies 
as positive information about the organization, while victimage builds sympathy for the 
organization.  
Sisco, Collins, and Zoch analyzed how the Red Cross responded to crisis through the lens 
of SCCT in Through the looking glass: A decade of Red Cross crisis response and situational 
crisis communication theory (2010). Over the last twenty years, the Red Cross experienced 
numerous crisis situations that damaged their reputation. One of the first prevalent events 
occurred in a 1998 situation of not screening their blood tightly enough, which led to thousands 
of people contracting serious diseases and in 2011 there was a mishap with money collected for 
families affected after a terrorist attack. Through each of the crises, the Red Cross was criticized 
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for the lack of control over local chapters, inability to provide volunteers, and distribution of 
donations. Sisco, Collins, and Zoch reviewed 1,585 news articles, using five major American 
newspapers accessed through a scholarly database. Researchers found that all three responses 
from SCCT were used. Additionally, the study found that the articles that mentioned previous 
negative crises were negative 71% of the time (Sisco, Collins, & Zoch, 2010). This study 
concluded that the Red Cross chose the appropriate response strategy one-third of the time and 
could have repaired their reputation more if they had used the theory of SCCT. 
  Social Media in Crisis Communications 
Publics are increasingly using social media during crises and, in response, crisis-
communication professionals need to understand how to strategically optimize social-network 
tools (Jin, Lui, & Austin, 2011). People are no longer seeking crisis-related information solely 
from official sources within traditional media, but are actively getting it publically via 
information and communication technology (Heverin & Zach, 2010). With this shift to online 
and social-media channels by information consumers, organizations also must respond and 
engage with audiences through these channels during a crisis to correct inaccuracies and address 
concerns (Wollan & Smith, 2010). As a user-generated medium, social media gives 
organizations the ability to inform and to seek input from relevant publics (Hand & Ching, 2011) 
in real-time with their own words, which can be especially important during a crisis. 
A study of Internet communication during Hurricane Katrina found that Internet users 
turned to online networks in place of traditional media as a result of disruptions caused by the 
crisis (Procopio & Procopio, 2007). Users in the study used the Internet and social media during 
the crisis to gather information and provide or receive emotional support. Nearly three out of 
four of respondents (72%) rated the Internet as important or very important to gathering specific 
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information on personal property; 64% placed similar value on “getting word out” to friends of 
their status; and 61% rated “gathering specific information on friends” as important or very 
important (Procopio & Procopio, 2007). Similar findings were found in a 2011 survey conducted 
by the American Red Cross that showed Americans are increasingly relying on social media to 
gather or share information and to seek help during an emergency (Harman, 2011). 
Another example of how crisis communications has been looked at within social media is 
a study conducted in 2013. Freberg, Saling, Vidoloff, and Eosco analyzed social-media crisis 
messages and messaging theory through various values modeling techniques and generated a 
baseline model for what constitutes a “good” crisis message (Freberg, Saling, Vidoloff, & Eosco, 
2013). From questions answered by study participants, the researchers wrote a baseline guide on 
what makes an effective crisis-communication message via social-media. The model then was 
used as a proof of concept to analyze social-media messages on Twitter collected concerning 
Hurricane Irene in 2011.  
Freberg, Saling, Vidoloff, and Eosco assigned a value question to each of the objectives 
that, if answered, showed just how well the messages performed in the category of that objective. 
Based on previous research, 17 values were considered important in having an effective crisis 
message published on social media and were used in the study. The values include quick 
communication, credibility, accuracy, simplicity, completeness, communication broadness, 
traditional media outlet, presence of topical keywords, real-time monitoring links, graphics, 
conversational voice, information about safety given, information about sources of relief, 
secondary messages in a different medium, presence of a hashtag, and presence of a URL 
(Freberg, Saling, Vidoloff, & Eosco, 2013).  
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Information about safety, along with secondary messages in media such as videos, links, 
and photos, are important aspects of a crisis message (Freberg, Saling, Vidoloff, & Eosco, 2013). 
Eight of the top 10 updates had a link associated with the update. Having a link was found to be 
critical due to a character limit in a social-media post. Using proper hashtags, keywords, and 
voice of content also were important for top ranking posts (Freberg, Saling, Vidoloff, & Eosco, 
2013).  
  Data Breaches 
A data breach is the loss or theft of personally identifiable information such as social 
security number, credit card number, name, and date of birth (Romanosky, Telang, & Acquisti, 
2011). It is an event that can disrupt an organization’s operation, leading to financial losses for 
both the firm and stakeholders. In 2016, there was a record total for data breaches with the Theft 
Resource Center logging more than 1,000 breaches, which was an increase of 40% from 2015 
(Kharif, 2017). Industries hit by data breaches included financial institutions, education 
organizations, health institutions, private and public businesses, the military, and the 
government. It is expected by 2018 that organizations worldwide will spend $90 billion a year on 
security-related hardware (Kharif, 2017).). 
The lack of transparency, especially in the immediate aftermath of a security breach, 
often contributes to strains in the relationships between shopping websites and customers 
(Chakraborty, Lee, Bagchi-Sen, Upadhyaya, & Rao, 2016). As of March 2016, 47 states had 
passed legislation requiring companies to notify individuals when breaches occur (Ablon, 
Heaton, Lavery, & Romanosky, 2016). It is hoped that public notification of a data breach would 
highlight a weakness of a company’s data security practices and encourage a proactive approach 
to data security (Ablon, Heaton, Lavery, & Romanosky, 2016).  
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Ablon, Heaton, Lavery, and Romanosky (2016) conducted a study via an American Life 
Panel with more than 6,000 adults between May 15 and June 1, 2015, to study a snapshot of the 
frequency of breach notifications and the types of data compromised, as well as consumer 
reactions to the breach. From the study, researchers estimated that more than one-quarter of all 
U.S. adults have received a notification of compromised personal information in 2015. 
Additionally, more than one-half of that amount, received two or more notifications in the year 
proceeding the survey (Ablon, Heaton, Lavery, & Romanosky, 2016). Surprisingly, only 11% of 
respondents to the survey stopped dealing with the company following a breach. It is expected 
that in 2017, that an increase in data breaches will occur within the healthcare industry (Experin, 
2017). 
  Healthcare Centers 
 For more than 40 years, community health centers have provided primary, behavioral and 
mental services to the public. In the most recent study produced by the National Center for 
Health Statistics (2008), community health centers averaged 31.1 million visits annually from 
2006-2008. Due to the frequent use of healthcare centers, and its weakness to data breaches, 
which will be discussed later, it was chosen as the focus for this study.  
Federally funded health centers use an array of different organizational structures and 
ownership arrangements. Most commonly, health centers are independent, private not-for-profit 
corporations (Hicks, 1985). Health centers may also be organized as units of local government—
either as divisions within county or city health departments or as separate governmental units 
(Mays, 1999). Additionally, health centers may be owned and operated by private 
organizations—most commonly hospitals, university medical or nursing schools, or local 
medical societies (Mays, 1999). Finally, health centers may be jointly owned by multiple 
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organizations, such as a consortium of local hospitals or a hospital-university partnership (Hicks, 
1985). 
 Regardless of what sector a healthcare center falls under, Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) applies. HIPAA regulations define the material that constitutes 
individually identifiable health information and the ways in which that protected health 
information (PHI) must be managed (Benefield, Ashkanazi, & Rozensky, 2006). Information 
considered identifiable, and therefore PHI, includes names of patients and/or their relatives, 
dates, specific geographic information, telephone and fax numbers, e-mail addresses, 
identification numbers (i.e., social security, medical record, health plan, account, 
certificate/license, vehicle identification, license plate), medical device identifiers and serial 
numbers, biometric identifiers (such as finger or voice prints), photographs or comparable 
images, and any other unique identifying numbers, characteristics, or codes (Benefield, 
Ashkanazi, & Rozensky, 2006). This information may relate to the patient's physical and mental 
health in the past, present, or future. Also, PHI may be found in any form of communication or 
storage, such as paper, electronic, video, or verbal (Benefield, Ashkanazi, & Rozensky, 2006). 
 It has been reported to the Department of Health and Human Services' Office for Civil 
Rights that nearly 22 breaches have occurred in the healthcare industry in 2017 (McGee, 2017). 
These breaches have affected a total of 75,270 individuals (McGee, 2017). Breaches have 
included hacking/IT incidents, eight unauthorized access/disclosure breaches, four incidents 
involving the loss/theft of unencrypted mobile devices, three incidents involving lost paper/films; 
and one theft of PHI on a medium listed only as "other" (McGee, 2017). 
 Experin, a data breach security forecast company, published a white paper stating that the 
healthcare industry will be the most targeted sector with new and emerging hacking tactics on 
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the rise. Personal medical information remains one of the most valuable types of data for hackers 
to steal, and cyber criminals will continue to find a market for reselling this type of sensitive 
information (Experin, 2017). With the increase of hacking occurrences, it is important for 
organizations to ensure they have proper, up-to-date security measures in place, including 
contingency planning for how to respond to a ransomware attack and adequate employee training 
about the importance of security (Experin, 2017). 
  Summary 
Previous literature has focused on distinguishing types of crises and what crisis-
communication strategies should be utilized within traditional media, yet fail to provide similar 
research within social-media outlets. As discussed throughout the literature review, brand 
reputation plays a key role for any organization, including the healthcare industry.  
 As shown in Figure 2.1 and throughout the literature review, this current thesis research 
fulfills a gap within literature by looking at how Twitter-based crisis-communication strategies 
effect brand reputation. With the healthcare industry susceptible to data breaches, and forecasted 
to increase in 2018, there is a need to study how data breaches can be responded to by an 
organization and if, it in addition to response strategy, affect the SCCT assumed outcomes. 
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Chapter 3 - Methodology 
Content analyses and case studies have been the dominant method used for analyzing 
crisis communications (Cooley & Cooley, 2011; Ma & Zhan, 2016; Porter, 2016; Sisco, Collins, 
Zoch, 2010; Utz, Schultz, & Glocka, 2013). Even with the increase of social media use within 
crisis communication, there is a lack of models that explore how organizations could use social 
media to mitigate the negative outcomes of a crisis (Liu & Fraustino, 2014), and there is a need 
for more compound models of crisis communication in the social-media environment (Utz, 
Schultz, & Glocka, 2013). The research questions and hypotheses developed based on findings 
within the literature review are as follows: 
  Research Questions 
•   RQ 1: Will all participants begin with the same pre-test score? 
•   RQ 2: Is there a time effect on brand reputation? 
•   RQ 3: Does an accidental crisis change brand reputation? 
•   RQ 4: Does a preventable crisis change brand reputation? 
•   RQ 5: Does brand reputation change vary by crisis type? 
  Hypotheses 
•   H1: Brand reputation will be consistent from pre-brand to post-brand test for matched 
crisis responses. 
•   H2: Post-brand tests for unmatched accidental responses will be consistent with or better 
than pre-brand tests. 
•   H3: Post-brand tests for unmatched preventable responses will be lower than pre-brand 
tests. 
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This chapter presents methods and procedures, which are guided by Coombs’ (1996) 
Situational Crisis Communications Theory (SCCT) in an experimental design used to answer the 
research questions and hypotheses of this study. This study employed an experimental 2x2 
factorial design using independent variables of (a) type of crisis (preventable and accidental) and 
(b) type of response (rebuild and diminish). The dependent variable was organizational brand 
reputation. 
  Design 
The experiment used a 2x2 design with two research conditions: type of crisis: (1) 
preventable (2) accidental; and response type: (1) rebuild, (2) diminish. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 
pairing of each condition in the experiment. The two crises mirrored one another except for what 
caused the crisis (Appendix B). The crises involved a student data leak. The accidental crisis was 
due to a healthcare computer database, used to store students’ personal information, having 
glitches and redirecting all entries to an unsecured network location. Due to information being 
unsecured, third parties could access information such as student addresses, insurance 
information, and medical history. The preventable cause occurred due to a doctor repeatedly 
accessing patient records and sending information such as medical records, prescription needs, 
and student addresses to a pharmaceutical company in exchange for money. This is a known 
HIPAA violation and against the health center’s policies as stated in the background materials 
provided to participants. 
The situation of a data breach and location of the healthcare center were chosen 
purposefully as something relatable to millennials. Even if the population did not have a 
university background or familiarity, the healthcare center or data breach situation could be 
relatable. The crises were centered on a fictional university health center, Piedmont Health 
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Center, located in Delaware. The location of the health center being in Delaware was selected so 
it was outside the range of the sampling states. This was to increase the reality of the situation for 
the participants as they may be familiar with schools in their state and/or region.  
  Independent Variables 
 The independent variables in this crisis study were crisis type (accidental and 
preventable) and crisis response type (rebuild and diminish) as shown below in Figure 3.1. The 
two crisis types provided dichotomized situations. Crises have the ability to do great harm to an 
organization's reputation by creating widespread and systematic disruption (Sellnow & Seeger, 
2013). Crises are moments of moral imperative and the judgments and evaluations made about a 
crisis are often grounded in larger ethical and value positions (Sellnow & Seeger, 2013).  
 
Figure 3.1. Factorial design matrix of independent variables 
 
Preventable clusters include human-error accidents, human-error product harm, 
organizational misdeed, organizational misdeed management misconduct, and organizational 
misdeed with injuries. The crisis scenario of the doctor accessing patient records and selling 
information to a third party violates HIPAA policies and makes it an organization misdeed 
management misconduct. The accidental cluster, which will be represented by the computer data 
breach, occurs when there is a technical-error accident or technical-error product harm (Coombs, 
1996). 
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 The two scenarios also fell under separate categorizations created by Ulmer, Sellnow, 
and Seeger (2010) for intentional and unintentional crises. The preventable crisis was an 
intentional crisis and the accidental was unintentional. Intentional crises are events that harm an 
organization, such as terrorism, sabotage, workplace violence and hostile takeovers. 
Unintentional crises are generally unforeseeable or unavoidable; such as, natural disasters, 
product failure, disease outbreaks and downturns in economy (Ulmer, Sellnow & Seeger, 2010). 
The goal of the subject matter for each crisis type was to provide a realistic and relatable 
scenario for a target population of millennials.  
 The second independent variable was the crisis response type released by the health 
center. Coombs (1996) states what organizations say to their various publics during a crisis 
should influence the extent of the reputational and financial damage a crisis can inflict on the 
organization's image. The strategies created by Coombs are organized by determining whether 
the intent is to change perceptions of the crisis or of the organization in crisis. The crisis 
responses given by the health center included one matched response and one unmatched 
response (Figure 3.2). The first matched response for the preventable crisis was a rebuild 
response. The unmatched response for the preventable crisis was a diminishing response. For the 
accident crisis, the matched response was diminishing and the unmatched was rebuild. In 
addition, a true control was used to examine if participant’s answers stayed consistent between 
the pre-brand and post-brand-reputation test. If participants received the true control they 
received the pre-brand reputation survey, video distractor, and post-brand-reputation survey. A 
controlled response variable was also used to test the effect of crisis type on post-brand 
reputation. 
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Figure 3.2. Independent variables 
The diminishing crisis response strategies argue that the crisis is not as bad as people 
think or that the organization lacked control of the crisis. If crisis managers lessen an 
organization's connection to the crisis and/or have people view the crisis less negatively, then the 
harmful effects of the crisis can be reduced (Coombs, 2007). The simulated Twitter responses 
released by the healthcare center used solid evidence to support the claims that the crisis 
occurred due to a technical-error accident and was not caused by human error (Appendix C).  
The rebuild crisis response strategy was an attempt to rebuild a reputation by apology or 
compensation. The simulated Twitter responses released took blame for the lapse of enforcement 
of HIPAA policies and apologized for the leak of student data. The choice between an apology 
and other response of methods is primarily a legal one (Coombs, 2006). However, for grievous 
organizational misdeeds, an apology would be recommended because the organization will suffer 
legal losses with or without the apology and an apology might actually lessen the financial 
damages (French, 2002).  
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Lastly, the initial observation asked pretreatment questions for independent variables 
such as age, gender, and social media usage. Although these variables are not primary 
independent variables studied within this experiment, they were used for generalizability of 
findings.  
  Dependent Variable 
 The dependent variable for this study was the organizational reputation. The definition of 
corporate reputation from Fombrun and van Riel (1997) is “a collective representation of a firm’s 
past actions and results that describes the firm’s ability to deliver valued outcomes to multiple 
stakeholders” (p. 10). Having a positive reputation can reduce stakeholder uncertainty about 
organizational performance, motivate consumers to buy products, attract high-quality employees, 
encourage outside investors, and retain essential transaction partners such as suppliers and 
distributors (Fombrun, 2006). This study utilized the CRI model to measure reputation with one 
main question regarding the respondent’s overall perception of the organization and seven 
questions that characterize the organization’s reputation issues such as: having good products 
and services, relationship with consumers, generates positive feelings, leadership and innovation, 
internal environment, ethical enterprise, and discretionary social responsibility practices 
(Feldman, Bahamonde, & Bellido, 2014). Participants indicated their agreement with the 
statements using numeric values on a “1” to “6” scale anchored by bipolar statements. Ordinal 
scales measuring level of agreement scales “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” also were 
used.  
  Manipulation Checks 
To check the validity of manipulating the two primary independent variables, checks 
were used to ensure the participant recalled the crisis and what responses were given. Questions 
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within the survey also were reverse coded to ensure participants were giving consistent answers. 
Another manipulation that occurred during the survey was the randomization that takes place 
with each condition assignment. Random assignment occurred to get equal participants in each 
of the treatments. 
It was hypothesized that participants in the accidental matched response condition would 
have greater, positive organizational images than those in the no response or mismatched 
response condition (Coombs, 2015). The experiment used the no response condition as the 
control response to eliminate potentially spurious relationships between the crisis, response, and 
post-crisis brand reputation (Experimentation, n.d.). If the no response condition was given, then 
participants received the pre-brand reputation survey, crisis brief (accidental/preventable), video 
distractor, and post-brand-reputation survey. In addition, a true control was used to examine if 
participants answers stayed consistent between the pre-brand and post-brand-reputation test. If 
participants received the true control they received the pre-brand-reputation survey, video 
distractor, and post-brand-reputation survey. 
  Procedure 
 Low-cost computing and the rapid growth of the Internet have created a new environment 
for conducting survey research (Sue & Ritter, 2007). Online surveys offer the opportunity for 
direct data entry, greatly reducing staff time, data entry errors, and expense. However, this 
convenience is coupled with limitations with respect to the number and type of questions that 
may be placed on the questionnaire (Sue & Ritter, 2007). Advantages of an online survey include 
low cost, timeliness, direct data entry, and wide geographical reach, while disadvantages include 
coverage bias, reliance on software, and confidentiality of survey (Larose & Tsai, 2014; Sue & 
Ritter, 2007). 
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 The controlled designed experiment (Figure 3.3) was sent to a Qualtrics panel. The 
survey remained open until each condition had approximately 42 participants. Nonresponses and 
incomplete surveys did not go towards the total amount collected and were not reflected in the 
data analysis. The data collection took 3 days to meet the conditions needed. Participants 
received a request for the online simulation and questionnaire that took less than 15 minutes to 
complete. In compliance with the Institutional Review Board protocol (Appendices E), an online 
briefing occurred before the experiment. 
 
Figure 3.3. Flow of designed experiment 
Once participants agreed to participate, they were randomly assigned to a condition, and 
read an instructional page featuring background information on the health center. The 
background of the organization provided participants with the health center's mission, history of 
the center, who the center serves, and cause-based organizations the center is involved with. This 
information was presented on a page designed to look like the organization’s “about us” website 
page (Appendix A). The intent was to create a positive reputation for the health center, measured 
using the CRI model prior to the crisis. The content was evaluated after the pilot test to ensure 
that this was the case. Once the brand reputation content was reviewed, participants took a brand 
reputation survey. 
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Next, the participants were randomized and presented with either the (1) preventable or 
(2) accidental crisis in the form of a brief or (3) the true control group. The control went to a 
distractor and on to the end of the questionnaire to take the post-brand-reputation survey. The 
crises were similar in nature, but differed in cause to ensure unspecified biases occurring from 
participants. Participants were given an unspecified amount of time to read through the crisis 
before moving forward in the questionnaire. Two groups of participants, one for each crisis type, 
then received the post-brand observation questionnaire to serve as reference groups. The other 
four groups went on to be randomized into response treatments (Appendix B).  
The third step of the experiment was presenting participants with a series of tweets that 
communicated the matched or unmatched responses of (1) rebuild or (2) diminish (Appendix C). 
Lastly, participants completed a questionnaire consisting of a series of scales from the CRI 
model that measured reactions and feelings pertaining to the crisis scenario presented, 
perceptions of the organization’s reputation, and demographics (Appendix D). 
  Participants 
 The participants for this survey who were millennials who lived in Midwestern states 
were recruited through a paid Qualtrics panel. The Midwestern condition was applied in order to 
create a geographical location that would have enough distance away from the factious 
organization in Delware. Each subgroup that was analyzed separately had a minimum of 40 or 
more units in each category (Zikmund, 1997). Since there were seven separate conditions, a 
minimum of 294 participants were sought to ensure an adequate number of participants in each 
category. The Qualtrics survey remained open until all conditions were fully met from November 
2, 2016 to November 4, 2016 and November 9, 2016. A total of 661 participants started the 
survey, out of which 230 were removed for not matching the requirements of being a millennial 
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living in the Midwest. Another 131 participants did not fully complete the survey flow, and their 
data was not analyzed.  
 Millennials, individuals ranging from ages 18 to 39 (Brandau, 2012), are consistently 
associated with higher digital and social-media usage (Millennials in Adulthood, 2014; Lenhart, 
Purcell, Smith, & Zickuhr, 2010), and therefore serve as the most ideal age group for this study’s 
examination of crisis-communication strategies utilized on Twitter. Millennials also are the most 
engaged population on Twitter (Twitter, 2015). Individuals were screened out if the millennial 
age range requirement was not met. In addition, individuals were screened out if they did not 
reside in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Nebraska, North Dakota, or South Dakota. 
A link to the questionnaire was sent out via Qualtrics. Those who accepted an invitation 
to participate were randomized into one of seven conditions based on the type of crisis 
(preventable, accidental), type of response for each type (rebuild, diminish, control), and a true 
control, all of which will be described in more detail. 
  Pilot Test 
Prior to executing the questionnaire, a pilot test was completed. The test was used to 
identify any issues with the survey’s form and presentation (Litwin, 1995). Pilot testing allowed 
for correcting errors before the survey was used on a wider scope to gather study data. The pilot 
test contained the exact same crisis types and response stimulants of the proposed design 
experiment. However, edits were made to enhance the stimulants, responses, and questionnaire 
to make it a sound experiment. The pilot tests were distributed to 23 students in a spring course 
at Kansas State University, in addition to 34 participants during the summer 2016 semester. The 
pilot test distributed in the spring course to 23 students was used to receive feedback on the crisis 
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situation, brand reputation test (CRI), and response types. Edits were made to the crisis situation 
after receiving feedback to increase the characteristics from being preventable. Originally for the 
preventable crisis, the doctor accessed student records for what was stated as his “personal use”. 
After receiving feedback from students that it was unclear what was being done with the 
accessed data, researchers switched it to the doctor selling information to a third-party insurance 
company. The brand reputation measurement scale was also edited after the first pilot test. The 
original test used the SPIRIT scale referenced in chapter 2, but it was found that items asked on 
the survey were ones requiring participants to have previous experience with the organization. 
The CRI measurement scale was then chosen due to the questions being able to be answered 
without having previous direct contact with the organization being examined. 
For the pilot study conducted in the summer 2016, a total of 34 respondents were 
captured for the study using the CRI scale. The purpose of this pilot test was to ensure that the 
flow of the survey was working. From the summer pilot study researchers learned that due to 
time limitations it would be better to conduct the survey via Qualtrics paid panel and not rely on 
student responses from Kansas State University. Using the Qualtrics paid panel ensured that all 
conditions for the study received equal participants and once a condition was full, participants 
would be pushed to a different condition. After the second pilot study closed, additional edits 
were made to the survey flow by Qualtrics to make sure each condition received equal responses 
and that demographic captured were correct. Due to the lack of responses, statistical analysis was 
not used on the pilot tests. Thus, it is unknown if the instrument was reliable prior to conducting 
the final study. 
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  Data Analysis 
 Organizational reputation was measured by eight items ranked on 1-to-6 scales anchored 
by bi-polar statements. Therefore, organizational reputation was statistically measured using a t-
test between the independent variables of preventable and accidental crisis. A series of t-test 
statistics were used to determine if there were any effects on the dependent measures 
(reputation). Descriptive statistics were calculated for each variable and Cronbach’s alpha 
(a=.84) was used to assess the internal reliability for the brand reputation scale. This falls above 
the .7 level of reliability recommended requirement. The Cronbach’s alpha in the original study 
conducted by Feldman, Bahamonde, and Bellido in 2014 was (a = .97). Manipulations used 
within the study were examined with a series of ANOVAs for data analysis. To supplement the 
omnibus F-test for main effects used by ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc test was used to reveal 
differences between manipulations and to examine interaction effects. In addition, correlation 
tests were run to measure the interactions between justification of tweets and perceptions of 
responsibility of the crisis on brand reputation. 
 Prior to the research study being initiated, researchers had planned to run a regression 
analysis to determine the effects of crisis types and response types on brand reputation. Due to 
SCCT not being upheld by preliminary tests, researchers did not proceed with the regression 
analysis.  
  Summary 
This chapter presented methods and procedures for a 2x2 factorial design structured from 
Coombs’ SCCT. The independent variables for this study was (a) type of crisis (preventable and 
accidental) and (b) type of response (rebuild and diminish). The dependent variable was 
organizational brand reputation. The controlled designed experiment (Figure 3.3) was completed 
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through Qualtrics by millennials who reside in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, 
Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, or South Dakota. 
Participants of the study were provided an organizational background for Piedmont 
Health Center, pre-brand reputation survey, crisis briefs, crisis responses, video distractor, and 
lastly a post-brand-reputation survey. There were three controlled variables including a true 
control group who received the organizational background, pre-brand reputation, video 
distractor, and post-brand reputation. The two controlled response variables received the 
organizational background, crisis briefs, video distractor, and post-brand reputation. Data 
collected from this study are presented in the next chapter and were analyzed by a series of t-
tests, ANOVAs, and correlations. Data analysis took place in SPSS 24.  
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Chapter 4 - Results 
This chapter presents the findings of a quantitative experimental design testing 
independent variables of crisis type and crisis response to dependent variable organizational 
brand reputation. For this study, a = .05, and a series of paired t-tests and one-way ANOVAs 
were used to correlate the independent variables crisis types (accidental/preventable) and crisis 
response (matched/unmatched) and dependent variable (organizational reputation).  
  Demographics 
An experimental design was employed to test the hypotheses and research questions. The 
questionnaire was administered during a five-day period by Qualtrics and 296 people 
participated in the study (157 females, 137 males, and 2 other). The ratio between genders was 
filtered by national census data. To meet the study’s goal of studying millennials, participants 
were between the ages of 18 and 34. The average age of participants was 26 years old. The 
youngest participant was 18 and the oldest was 34. The study focused on participants in Midwest 
states, including Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, 
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota. 
Although education level was not a key independent variable for the study, participants 
were asked to provide what level of education they had achieved (Table 4.1). 24.7% (n = 73) 
respondents reported “some high school, no diploma”, 9.5% (n = 28) “high school graduate, 
diploma or equivalent”, 3.4% (n = 10) “some college credit, no degree”, 23.6% (n = 70) 
“trade/technical/vocational training”, 24.3% (n = 72) “associate’s degree”, 3.7% (n = 11) 
“bachelor’s degree”, 3.4% (n = 10) “completed some postgraduate”, 5.1% (n = 15) “master’s 
degree”, 2% (n = 6) “Ph.D., law or medical degree”, and .3% (n = 1) “other advanced degree 
beyond a master’s degree”. 
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Table 4.1 
Education level of Participants 
Education Level Number of Participants Percent 
Some high school, No diploma 73 24.7 
Associate’s degree 72 24.7 
Trade/Technical/Vocational training 70 23.6 
High school graduate, Diploma or equivalent 28 9.5 
Master’s degree 15 5.1 
Bachelor’s degree 11 3.7 
Some college credit, No degree 10 3.4 
Completed some postgraduate 10 3.4 
Ph.D., law or medical degree 6 2.0 
Other advanced degree beyond a master’s degree 1 .30 
 
Participants were asked to indicate their average level of Twitter usage (Table 4.2). 
Respondents reported 30.7% (n = 91) “at least once a day (frequently)”, 21.6% (n = 64) “at least 
once a week (sometimes)”, 9.8% (n = 29) “every month (occasionally)”, 11.8% (n = 35) “less 
often than every month (rarely)”, 26.0% (n = 77) “don’t use it”, and 0% (n = 0) “never heard of 
it/don’t know what it is.” 
Table 4.2 
Use of Twitter 
Use of Twitter Frequency Percent 
At least once a day (Frequently) 91 30.7 
Don't use It 77 26 
At least once a week (Sometimes) 64 21.6 
Less often than every month 35 11.8 
Every month (Occasionally) 29 9.8 
Never heard of it/Don't know what it is 0 0  
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  Data Cleaning 
 The survey was started by 661 respondents, however, Qualtrics filtered out those who did 
not meet the conditions of age, location, or did not complete the survey. Any incomplete 
responses were removed from the sample set, which was reduced to 296 respondents. A removal 
of outliers including removing incomplete questionnaires, adjustment of group scales, recoding 
for reverse variables, and creating dummy variables was preformed to ensure validity of results. 
Two of the demographic variables, gender and location, were collapsed into appropriate 
categorical values. The gender variable was collapsed into three categories including (1) Male, 
(2) Female, and (3) Other. States were collapsed into 12 categories including (1) Illinois, (2) 
Indiana, (3) Michigan, (4) Ohio, (5) Wisconsin, (6) Iowa, (7) Kansas, (8) Minnesota, (9) 
Missouri, (10) Nebraska, (11) North Dakota, and (12) South Dakota. 
Six dummy variables were created for each of the matched, unmatched, and control 
variables for the preventable and accidental crisis situations. A true control variable was created 
for participants who did not experience a crisis or crisis response. Dummy variables were coded 
“1” if the participant saw the selected variable and “0” if it was not seen. Each condition had 
approximately 42 participants. These dummy variables were used in the independent and paired 
sample t-tests (Table 4.3). 
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Table 4.3 
Number of Participants Per Condition 
Response Condition Number of Participants Percent 
Preventable Control 45 15.2 
True Control 43  14.5 
Accidental Matched 43 14.5 
Accidental Unmatched 43 14.5 
Preventable Unmatched 43 14.5 
Preventable Matched 40 13.5 
Accidental Control 39 13.2 
 
Brand reputation pre- and post-test were measured by an eight-question model that 
included statements that Piedmont Health Center was:  
1.  Is a socially responsible company - This company contributes actively and 
voluntarily to the social improvement, economic viability, and the environment of 
society. 
2.   Is a company that has good products/services - This company stands behind its 
products and services with good price and good quality that meet consumer needs. 
3.   Is a company that relates well with consumers (Customer Orientation) - This 
company treats customers courteously, communicates with them, and takes care 
of their safety and health. 
4.   Is a company that generates positive feelings in people - This company generates 
respect, admiration esteem, and confidence. 
5.   Is a company with leadership and innovation - This company is recognized, has 
excellent leadership, is innovative, and seeks constant innovations. 
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6.   Is a company with a good workplace environment - This company looks like a 
good company to work for, by its infrastructure such as its working environment, 
benefits, and good relationships with its employees. 
7.   Is an ethical company - This company is a company with values that obeys the 
laws, is transparent, and respects people and the environment. 
8.   Is a company that practices social responsibility - This company supports good 
causes that benefit society and environment. 
One question on each of the brand reputation tests was reverse coded to properly analyze 
and compare results. Questions and statements that were presented as a negative statement were 
reversed and recoded to match the remaining questions that were stated as a positive. For 
example, “Piedmont Health is a company that practices social responsibility - This company 
supports good causes that benefits society and environment,” included a six-point Likert scale 
with nominal polar ends, “1” = “strongly agree” to “6” = “strongly disagree” were switched to 
“1” = “strongly disagree” to “6” = “strongly disagree”.  
 Once the reverse coding was completed, the eight brand reputation answers were 
computed into mean scores for each condition to represent the original survey scale tool and 
prevent skewness. Lastly, the means scores were converted into an overall brand reputation score 
for each participant by adding the participants’ scores and dividing each by eight. Each 
participant had a pre-brand reputation score and a post-brand-reputation score. The highest score 
for pre-brand reputation, out of 8, was 6 and the lowest was 3.25. Compared to the highest score 
for post-brand-reputation score of 5.75 and the lowest score of 1.63. A mean variable of brand 
change score was computed by subtracting post-brand reputation and pre-brand reputation (Y2-
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Y1=Y∆). The created variable was used when computing the paired means comparison for each 
condition. 
  Data Analysis 
The first examination of the data was to confirm that all participants ranked the 
organization consistently in the brand reputation pre-test to better understand subsequent 
findings. A paired means comparison for brand reputation found no significant differences for 
pre-brand scores among all conditions. This ensured that all participants started on a similar level 
prior to having conditions applied.  
A paired means comparison was conducted to evaluate the impact of crisis situation and 
crisis response on the brand-reputation score. The matched and unmatched conditions were 
tested to see if there was a change in reputation perception after participants were exposed to the 
organization’s crisis and response. The control conditions were used to test for a change in 
reputation perception after participants were exposed to the organization’s crisis, without the 
response. Six of the condition types were collapsed into one variable and recoded to (1) 
Accidental_Matched, (2) Accidental_Unmatched, (3) Accidental_Control, (4) 
Preventable_Matched, (5) Preventable_Unmatched, and (6) Preventable_Control.  
  Use of Twitter 
Participants were asked how often they used Twitter (Table 4.4). A paired-samples t-test 
was conducted to evaluate the impact of participants’ use of Twitter on pre- and post-brand-
reputation scores. There was a statistically significant decrease in brand reputation scores from 
the pre-brand reputation test (M = 4.66, SD = .871) to post-brand-reputation test (M = 4.15, SD = 
1.01), t(295) = 9.04, p = .000 (two-tailed). The mean decrease in brand score was .51 with a 95% 
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confidence interval ranging from .39 to .61. The eta squared statistic (.26) indicated a small 
effect size. 
Table 4.4 
Mean comparison for participants use of Twitter and brand reputation 
Use of Twitter Pre-Brand  Post-Brand Brand Change Percent 
At least once a day (frequently) 4.86 4.29 -0.57 0.31 
At least once a week (sometimes) 4.68 4.12 -0.56 0.31 
At least once a week (sometimes) 4.54 3.98 -0.56 0.10 
Less often than every month 4.78 4.32 -0.46 0.12 
Don't use it 4.42 4.02 -0.40 0.26 
 
  Justification of Piedmont Health Center Response Tweets 
After respondents received the appropriate treatments, it was asked if “I believe the 
tweets Piedmont responded with were justified.” Respondents choose “1” = “Agree” or “2” = 
“Disagree”. The relationship between perceived justification of Piedmont Health Center’s 
response tweets and post-brand reputation was investigated using Spearman’s rho correlation 
coefficient. Participants selected “1” if they thought tweets were justified and “2” if not justified. 
There was a weak, negative correlation between the two variables, r = -.13, n = 296, p < .05, 
with agreement of justification of tweets associated with higher levels of brand reputation. 
  Responsibility of Crisis 
After respondents received the appropriate treatments, they were asked if “The 
accusations that Piedmont Health Center is responsible for the data breach is reasonable.” A 
Likert scale with nominal polar ends, “1” = “strongly disagree” to “6” = “strongly agree” was 
used. The relationship between perceived responsibility of crisis and post-brand reputation was 
investigated using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. There was a weak, negative 
correlation between the two variables, r = -.14, n = 296, p < . 05, with high levels of perceived 
responsibility of crisis with lower levels of brand reputation.  
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  Research Question 1: Will all participants begin with the same pre-test score? 
The pre-test brand reputation scores were averaged to create pre-brand mean scores. It 
was found that all treatments began at a consistent reputation level of M = 4.65, SD = .87. The 
lowest score was 4.57 and the highest was 4.84 (Table 4.5). 
Table 4.5 
Paired-Sample T-Test for Brand Reputation by Crisis Response Type 
Response Condition n Pre-Branda Post-Brand Brand Changeb Significance 
Preventable Unmatched 43 4.81 3.85 -0.96 p = .001 
Preventable Control 45 4.57 3.84 -0.72 p < .001 
Preventable Matched 40 4.66 3.99 -0.67 p = .003 
Accidental Unmatched 43 4.73 4.13 -0.59 p < .001 
Accidental Matched  43 4.84 4.45 -0.39 p < .001 
Accidental Control 39 4.44 4.25 -0.18 p < .017 
True Control 43 4.57 4.57 0 p < .001 
a No significant difference among pre-brand scores 
b Post - Pre = Brand change 
 
  Research Question 2: Is there a time effect on brand reputation? 
A paired-samples t-test was conducted to evaluate the impact of time on brand reputation 
using a true control (Table 4.6). There was not a statistically significant change in brand 
reputation scores from the pre-brand reputation test (M = 4.572, SD = .7663) to post-brand-
reputation test (M = 4.57, SD = .81), t(42) = .04, p = .964 (two-tailed). The mean decrease in 
brand score was .003 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from -.13 to .13. The eta squared 
statistic (.006) indicated a small effect size.  
In addition, a one-way between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the 
impact of crisis type on brand reputation mean change score (Table 4.6). Participants were 
divided into three groups per the crisis-type treatment (“1” = “Accidental Control”, “2” = 
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“Preventable Control”, and “7” = “True Control”). The assumption of homogeneity of variance 
was violated in the Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances, so the Robust Tests of Equality 
of Means was used. There was a statistically significant difference in brand-reputation change 
mean scores among the three crisis type groups: F (3, 292) = 7.89, p = .000, multivariate partial 
eta squared = .87. There was a significant difference between accidental control (M = -.69, SD = 
.46) and preventable control (M = -.72, SD = 1.17). Preventable control had a significant 
difference from the true control (M = -.00, SD = .42). 
Table 4.6 
One-Way ANOVA of Brand Reputation Means Change by Control Variables 
Crisis Group n Brand Change SD 
Preventable  45 -.72 1.17 
Accidental 39 -.18a 0.46 
True Control 43 .00a 0.42 
a Means with different superscripts are significantly different at a = .05 
  Research Question 3: Does an accidental crisis change brand reputation? 
A paired-samples t-test was conducted to evaluate the impact of the accidental crisis type 
on brand reputation (Table 4.5). There was a significant decrease in brand-reputation scores from 
the pre-brand-reputation test (M = 4.44, SD = .94) to post-brand-reputation test (M = 4.25, SD = 
.97), t(124) = 6.75, p = .000 (two-tailed) for accidental control. The mean decrease in brand 
score was .18 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from .28 to .51. The eta squared statistic 
(.52) indicated a large effect size. 
  Research Question 4: Does a preventable crisis change brand reputation? 
A paired-samples t-test was conducted to evaluate the impact of the preventable crisis 
type on brand reputation (Table 4.5). There was a significant decrease in brand reputation scores 
from the pre-brand-reputation test (M = 4.57, SD = .83) to post-brand-reputation test (M = 3.84, 
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SD = 1.04), t(127) = 7.22, p = .000 (two-tailed) for preventable control. The mean decrease in 
brand score was .72 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from .570 to 1.00. The eta squared 
statistic (.54) indicated a large effect size. 
  Research Question 5: Does brand reputation change vary by crisis type? 
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare the post-brand mean scores for 
the accidental control (n = 39) and preventable control (n = 45) crisis types (Table 4.5). There 
was significant difference in scores for accidental (M = -.18, SD = .46) and preventable (M = -
.72, SD = 1.17; t(2.69) = .53, p = .009, two-tailed). The magnitude of the differences in the 
means (mean difference = .39, 95% CL: .14 to .93) was medium (Cohen’s d = .61). 
  Hypothesis 1: Brand reputation will be consistent from pre-brand to post-brand test for 
matched crisis responses. 
A paired-samples t-test was conducted to evaluate the impact of the matched accidental 
and preventable crisis response type on brand reputation. This hypothesis was rejected. There 
was a significant decrease in brand-reputation scores from the pre-brand-reputation test (M = 
4.76, SD = .87) to post-brand-reputation test (M = 4.23, SD = .92), t(82) = 4.62, p = .000 (two-
tailed) for all matched. The mean decrease in brand score was .53 with a 95% confidence interval 
ranging from .30 to .75. The eta squared statistic (.28) indicated a small effect size.  
  Hypothesis 2: Post-brand tests for unmatched accidental responses will be consistent with or 
better than pre-brand tests. 
A paired-samples t-test was conducted to evaluate the impact of the unmatched accidental 
response on brand reputation (Table 4.5). This hypothesis was rejected. There was a statistically 
significant decrease in brand-reputation scores from the pre-brand-reputation test (M = 4.81, SD 
= .74) to post-brand-reputation test (M = 3.85, SD = .99), t(42) = 5.25, p = .000 (two-tailed). The 
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mean decrease in brand score was .95 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from .59 to 1.32. 
The eta squared statistic (.61) indicated a large effect size.  
  Hypothesis 3: Post-brand tests for unmatched preventable responses will be lower than pre-
brand tests. 
A paired-samples t-test was conducted to evaluate the impact of the unmatched-
preventable response on brand-reputation (Table 4.5). This hypothesis was accepted. There was a 
significant decrease in brand reputation scores from the pre-brand-reputation test (M = 4.73, SD 
= .95) to post-brand-reputation test (M = 4.13, SD = 1.06), t(42) = 4.94, p = .000 (two-tailed). 
The mean decrease in brand score was .59 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from .35 to 
.84. The eta squared statistic (.63) indicated a large effect size. 
In addition, a one-way between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the 
impact of crisis response type on brand reputation mean change score (Table 4.7). Participants 
were divided into seven groups per the crisis response type treatment (“1” = “Accidental 
Matched”, “2” = “Accidental Unmatched”, “3” = “Accidental Control”, “4” = “Preventable 
Matched”, “5” = “Preventable Unmatched”, “6” = “Preventable Control”, “7” = “True Control”). 
The assumption of homogeneity of variance was violated in the Levene’s test for homogeneity of 
variances, so the Robust Tests of Equality of Means was used. There was a statistically 
significant difference in brand reputation change mean scores for the seven crisis type groups: F 
(6, 289) = 5.39, p = .000. The effect size, calculated using eta squared, was determined to be a 
medium effect size of .10. Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the 
mean score for accidental unmatched (M = -.59, SD = .79) was significantly different from the 
true control (M = -.002, SD = .97). The accidental control (M = -.18, SD = .46) was significantly 
different from preventable unmatched (M = -.96, SD = 1.19). Preventable matched (M = -.67, SD 
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= 1.35) was significantly different from the true control. Preventable unmatched was 
significantly different from the true control. Preventable control (M = -.72, SD = 1.17) was 
significantly different than the true control.  
Table 4.7 
One-Way ANOVA of crisis response treatment on brand change 
Group n Brand Change SD 
Preventable Control 45 -.72ab 1.17 
Preventable Unmatched 43 -.95b 1.19 
Accidental Unmatched 43 -.59ab 0.79 
Accidental Matched 43 -.39abc 0.61 
True Control 43 .00c 0.42 
Preventable Matched 40 -.67ab 1.35 
Accidental Control 39 -.18ac 0.46 
abc Means with different superscripts are significantly different at a = .05 
  Summary 
An experimental design was employed to test the hypotheses and research questions. The 
questionnaire was administered during a three-day period by Qualtrics and 296 people 
participated in the study. 
Measuring the pre-test allowed researchers to establish a benchmark reputation before 
information about the crisis was given to participants. The pre-test brand reputation scores were 
averaged to create pre-brand mean scores. It was found that all treatments began at a consistent 
reputation level. Since there was no significant difference among conditions, the researcher was 
able to utilize the reputation change score (post-brand – pre-brand) for subsequent tests.  
Results from the analysis conducted for the RQ 5 indicate that participants did not have as 
high of an opinion change of the organization after experiencing the accidental crisis as they did 
with the preventable crisis. Since organizations who experience accidental crises are viewed as 
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having very little attribution of crisis responsibility, this follows SCCT and the effects the crisis 
should have on brand reputation compared to the preventable crisis. 
Results of a paired-samples t-test determined if the matched responses for accidental crisis 
(diminish response) and preventable crisis (rebuild response) would have the same results that 
the SCCT predicts for traditional media did not support H1. The true control was tested with RQ 
2 that asked if there is a time effect on brand reputation? A paired sample test confirmed no 
significant difference between pre-brand tests and post-brand tests for participants in the true 
control. The average brand score for this condition was 4.57 out of 6.00. 
Research question 3 and hypothesis 2 were conducted to analyze the accidental treatment. A 
paired samples t-test was ran for both the research question and hypothesis statement and found 
significant decrease in brand-mean change. This finding rejected hypothesis 2. A one-way 
ANOVA was used to analyze the variance of crisis response type on brand reputation. According 
to the test, the accidental control response received a significantly higher brand-reputation-
change score than the preventable unmatched response. This finding was to be expected since a 
preventable crisis is predicted to have higher damage to brand reputation than an accidental 
crisis. 
The preventable treatment was examined through research question 4 and hypothesis 3. A 
paired-samples t-test was conducted to evaluated the impact of the preventable crisis type on 
brand reputation. There was a significant decrease in brand-reputation scores from the pre-brand 
reputation test. This finding aligns with the SCCT in that a preventable crisis would cause 
reputational damage. It was hypothesized (H3) that an unmatched preventable response would 
decrease the brand reputation score. The one-way ANOVA found that the preventable matched, 
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unmatched, and control were all significantly different from one another. Discussion, limitations, 
and recommendations on these findings will be covered in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 - Discussion 
  Research Questions/Hypothesis Discussion 
The following section is a discussion of the results as they relate to the research questions 
and hypotheses presented in chapter one and results presented in chapter four. The purpose of 
this study was to determine the effects of crisis-communication strategies used via Twitter on 
organizational brand reputation. The specific areas analyzed were independent variables: crisis 
type (preventable/accidental) and response type (matched, unmatched) and dependent variable 
(organizational brand reputation). The results will be discussed by the crisis type presented to 
participants. Development of the designed experiment was guided by Coombs’ SCCT which 
looks at the effects of crisis type and response on brand reputation. Specific research questions 
and hypotheses that guided this study were: 
Research Questions 
•   RQ 1: Will all participants begin with the same pre-test score? 
•   RQ 2: Is there a time effect on brand reputation? 
•   RQ 3: Does an accidental crisis change brand reputation? 
•   RQ 4: Does a preventable crisis change brand reputation? 
•   RQ 5: Does brand reputation change vary by crisis type? 
Hypotheses 
•   H1: Brand reputation will be consistent from pre-brand to post-brand test for matched 
crisis responses. 
•   H2: Post-brand tests for unmatched accidental responses will be consistent with or better 
than pre-brand tests. 
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•   H3: Post-brand tests for unmatched preventable responses will be lower than pre-brand 
tests. 
  General Findings from the Population Surveyed 
The instrument was distributed via a Qualtrics panel to 661 participants who were 
classified as millennials who live in the Midwest. A total of 296 survey responses were used for 
this study. Several demographic questions were asked for researchers to develop a better 
understanding of the population. Questions included age, gender, location, education level, and 
use of Twitter. The average age of participants of this survey were 26 years old, with the 
youngest participant being 18 and the oldest being 34. This age range falls into the millennial 
category, which was selected due to the generation’s use of social media and that the generation 
rivals the baby boomer generations current population. 
 Participant locations spanned from Midwest states, including Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, 
Ohio, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South 
Dakota. Midwestern states were chosen to keep findings generalizable to one area of the United 
States and to allow for the simulated healthcare center to be outside participants’ scope of 
familiarity. Limiting participants to one region, helped ensure they would not be familiar with a 
healthcare center on the east coast. 
Respondents were asked to identify their gender as part of the demographic information 
which totaled 157 females, 137 males, and 2 other. The ratio between genders was filtered by 
national census data. Although gender was not looked at for this study, it could be of interest in 
future studies to see if gender has an impact on how an organizations brand is viewed. Studies by 
Meyers-Levy and Sternthal (1991) and Meyers-Levy and Maheswaran (1991) suggest that 
gender impacts how message cues with different levels of congruity affect product evaluation. It 
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was found by Cheen and Phau (2010) that females tend to form stronger bonds with brands than 
males. This factor could impact the overall brand-change score analyzed for this study in that if 
females have a stronger bond with the organization, the decrease could be less dramatic from 
pre-to-post testing. This is assumed based off literature that individuals with positive feelings 
towards an organization prior to a crisis event occurring will have less shift in perceptions of 
reputation (Coombs, 2015).  
Although education level was not a key independent variable for the study, participants 
were asked to provide what level of education they had achieved. A majority (24.7%) of 
respondents had “some high school, no diploma”. The second highest education level (24.3%) 
was an “associate’s degree”. In addition, at least 33% of participants had no college experience 
and another 50% only had an associate’s degree. It is possible that due to the majority of 
participants not having a bachelor’s degree or higher, they were unable to relate to the 
organization. Researchers tried to overcome this obstacle by focusing on the healthcare aspect, 
but for future studies it is recommended that participants are limited to those who have university 
campus experience or that the organization is changed. In addition, according to a 2015 Census 
Data report, 88% of the U.S. population had at least a GED or higher degree. It would be 
recommended that the ratio of education level of participants be based on census data and the 
scenario created, be applicable to that level. 
Another independent variable for the study was participant’s use of Twitter. Respondents 
reported their use of 30.7% (n = 91) “at least once a day (frequently)”, 21.6% (n = 64) “at least 
once a week (sometimes)”, 9.8% (n = 29) “every month (occasionally)”, 11.8% (n = 35) “less 
often than every month (rarely)”, 26.0% (n = 77) “don’t use it”, and 0% (n = 0) “never heard of 
it/don’t know what it is.” According to the data shown in Table 4.4 there is relationship between 
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the use of Twitter and brand-reputation change. It was suspected that if participants had a low 
level of knowledge of Twitter, they would not understand the formatting of responses Piedmont 
Health Center published. This could have been a covariate to control for if participants found the 
Tweets justified or confusing with only 140 characters used in the responses. However, all 
participants had some knowledge of the social-media platform, with only 26% not using it 
currently. Statistics were run to see if removing or controlling the population that “does not use 
Twitter” affected the overall significance of findings when correlations were ran on the 
justification and responsibility questions, and it did not. For future studies, it is recommended 
that questions asked regarding social-media use are more specific by asking if the participants 
use social media, what platforms are used, overall perception of social media, and the main 
objective of how it is used. In addition, using non-scale base measurement tools for asking 
brand-reputation questions would create a more reliable way to measure a correlation (Survey 
System, 2016). It would be helpful to know if participants have used Twitter in the past, or have 
never used Twitter. Ideas for future research study questions regarding social-media use will be 
discussed further in the recommendations section. 
  Research Questions and Hypothesis Discussions 
 The following section will look at each of the research questions and hypotheses that 
guided this study, what the findings were, and the significance of the findings to the study and 
future research. 
  Equally Distributed Pre-Brand Reputation 
The first descriptive test was to determine if all participants began at the same pre-brand-
reputation score prior to being randomized into response conditions. Randomization was used for 
this, but researchers wanted to confirm if it happened. Since this study used the change score of 
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pre-brand and post-brand-reputation scores, it was important to gauge whether there was a 
difference in starting points prior to running additional tests. It was found that all participants, 
after viewing the Piedmont Health Center website, averaged similarly for brand reputation 
without significant outliers. The pre-test brand-reputation scores were averaged to create pre-
brand mean scores. It was found that all treatments began at a consistent reputation level of M = 
4.65, SD = .87. The lowest score was 4.57 and the highest was 4.84 (Table 4.5). The highest 
average score Piedmont received was 4.84 and the lowest average score was 4.44. In addition, 
since there was no significant difference among conditions, researchers could utilize the 
reputation-change score (post-brand – pre-brand) for subsequent tests.  
Due to participants having no knowledge of Piedmont prior to participating in the study, 
researchers were unsure if creating a positive brand reputation could occur. Though a good 
amount of background information was provided for the participants, the information might not 
have been enough for them to form a significant relationship and care enough about the crisis 
situation. However, findings from a study conducted by Lee and Park (2013) found that 
organizations that are relatively unknown to the general public can still build positive 
relationships and reputation with its publics if it takes the time and attention to actively respond 
to the comments, or any type of communication attempt directed to it. Having the participants 
view Piedmont’s website and answer questions about the organization was enough interactivity 
for the pre-brand reputation to begin at a stable point. Additional testing should be done to see 
how having a fake organization affects how brand reputation is perceived during a crisis event. 
Measuring the pre-test allowed researchers to measure a benchmark reputation before 
information about the crisis was given to participants. Since the reputation scale was averaged to 
be “1” as the lowest score and “6” as the highest, it can be assumed that participant’s perception 
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of the organization started out high. Asking research question 1 confirmed to researchers that the 
pre-brand reputation was consistent for all participants prior to being randomized into the crisis 
type treatments and that Piedmont was perceived to have a high pre-brand reputation.   
  Time Lapse Effect 
A true control was created for this study to determine if a time lapse of two minutes 
would impact the results of brand reputation. Participants who were randomized into the true 
control (n = 42) received the brand website, pre-brand test, a two-minute video distractor, and 
post-brand test. The purpose of this was to ensure that consistent responses were given between 
the pre-brand and post-brand test with a time delay. The paired-samples t-test presented in 
chapter four confirmed there was not a significant difference between pre-brand tests and post-
brand tests for participants in the true control (M = 4.572, SD = .7663) to post-brand-reputation 
test (M = 4.57, SD = .81), t(42) = .04, p = .964 (two-tailed). The mean decrease in brand score 
was .003 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from -.13 to .13. The eta squared statistic (.006) 
indicated a small effect size.  
Research question 2 showed researchers that there was an average brand score from pre-test 
and post-test of 4.57 out of 6.00. Researchers concluded from this finding that if a delay occurs 
between the initial encounter with an organization and then a later encounter, then the original 
perceptions of the organization will hold true overtime. Studies conducted by Peterson and 
Peterson (1959) and by Murdock (1961) found that time lapse, or a forgetting period, for an 
average participant should average 60 seconds. To ensure that enough time was allotted for 
participants to possibly forget specifics about the organization a two-minute lapse time was used. 
This study did not follow this prior finding. However, because a difference from pre- and post-
brand scores was not found in the true control, researchers had a higher confidence level that 
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changes occurring for other groups were due to the treatments being applied and not because of a 
time delay. 
  Effects of Crisis Type on Brand Reputation 
The purpose of research question 5 was to determine if the crisis-type condition applied 
to the randomized sample affected the post-brand-reputation score. After conducting an 
independent samples t-test, a significant decrease in scores for accidental (M = -.18, SD = .46) 
and preventable (M = -.72, SD = 1.17; t(2.69) = .53, p = .009, two-tailed). This finding confirms 
that there was a difference between the accidental and preventable crisis post-brand-reputation 
scores. The change indicates that participants did not have as large of an opinion decrease of the 
organization after experiencing the accidental crisis as they did with the preventable crisis. Since 
organizations that experience accidental crises are viewed as having very little attribution of 
crisis responsibility, this follows SCCT and the effects the crisis should have on brand reputation 
compared to the preventable crisis (Coombs, 2015).  
Testing of hypothesis 1 was conducted to determine if the matched responses for accidental 
crisis (diminish response) and preventable crisis (rebuild response) would have the same results 
that the SCCT predicts for traditional media. After running a paired-samples t-test, this 
hypothesis was rejected. Researchers hypothesized that the matched conditions would cause the 
post-brand-reputation scores to be consistent with the pre-brand scores based on SCCT. 
However, there was a significant decrease for both conditions. Similar findings were reported by 
Brown (2014) and Brown, Long, and Dickson (2012) due to lack of response change after 
receiving the crisis-type treatment.   
This finding contradicts what should have occurred per SCCT. If a diminish response is used 
for an accidental crisis, the brand reputation should at least stay the same. The same should apply 
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for the rebuild response being used on a preventable crisis. An important aspect of this study was 
developing a crisis situation that would resonate with participants. The possibility of a data leak 
is important and has affected 55 million U.S. citizens; however, the crisis may have been viewed 
as not relatable or of low importance to participants (Identity Force, 2017).  
In addition, a data breach may have caused irreversible damage to the brand reputation, 
causing the lack of change in brand scores regardless of response. In retrospect, it would have 
been of benefit to ask participants if they have ever experienced identify theft or are concerned 
about a data breach affecting them. It may have been wise to use a crisis that may have a stronger 
connection to the respondents, such as an incident that results in injury. It is also possible that 
due to an increase of data breaches in recent years that a numbing effect due to consistent 
exposure occurred. Future research studies should test a variety of crisis scenarios prior to 
duplicating this experimental design to help look at this interaction. This will be further 
discussed in the next section. 
  The effects of an accidental crisis and responses on brand reputation 
According to Coombs (2015), an accidental cluster is a low attribution of crisis 
responsibility that includes challenges, technical-error accidents, and technical-error product 
harm. Coombs suggests providing information to victims by expressing concern or providing 
corrective action should suffice if an organization has no crisis history or has favorable prior 
reputation (2015). In addition, if the organization has no crisis history or has a favorable 
reputation, then the diminishment strategy should be used for accidental crises. 
To answer research question 3, a paired-samples t-test was conducted to evaluate the 
impact of the accidental crisis type on brand reputation (Table 4.5). There was a significant 
decrease in brand-reputation scores from the pre-brand-reputation test (M = 4.44, SD = .94) to 
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post-brand-reputation test (M = 4.25, SD = .97), t(124) = 6.75, p = .000 (two-tailed) for 
accidental control. The mean decrease in brand score was .18 with a 95% confidence interval 
ranging from .28 to .51. The eta squared statistic (.52) indicated a large effect size.  
Using Coombs’ theory, the matched accidental crisis included four diminishing responses 
via Twitter that stated the issue, highlighted the importance of Piedmont’s standards and 
emphasized that its IT department was working to solve the issue. For the accidental crisis, 
unmatched response, Piedmont sent four rebuilding responses via Twitter that tried to improve 
the organization’s reputation. Statements such as “your trust is our top priority” and “we will 
continue to work with our IT partners so this error does not occur again” were used. 
The matched condition, per SCCT, should have stabilized the brand’s reputation or caused 
minimal damage and the mismatched should have increased the brand reputation due to 
overcompensating. After running a paired samples t-tests for both research question and 
hypothesis statement revolving around the accidental crisis, it was found there was a significant 
decrease in brand mean change (Table 4.5). This finding goes against what was suggest in 
Coombs’ theory. 
It is possible that the organization’s responses did not come across as a denial or apologetic 
stance. This would have caused the matched and unmatched responses to be insignificant with 
the post-brand-reputation measurement. A different approach to help avoid limitation one and 
two would be to implement a pilot study with multiple crisis scenarios to measure reliability, 
along with responses, then use those most reliable in the larger study. This approach would have 
ensured the preventable and accidental crisis selected were relatable for participants for the target 
population and that the responses had the effect intended by SCCT. It has also been found by 
Brown, Long, and Dickhaus (2012) that longer crisis response statements have been shown to 
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improve one’s reputation after a crisis. Since responses from Piedmont Health were limited to 
140 characters, it could be that the persuasiveness of the message was not perceived. This will be 
discussed further in the recommendations for social-media section. 
  The effects of a preventable crisis and responses on brand reputation 
SCCT defines a preventable crisis as an event that has strong attributions of crisis 
responsibility due to human-error accidents, human-error product harm, or organizational 
misdeeds (Coombs, 2015). The crisis situation presented in this study involved a doctor 
accessing student records and exchanging information for money with a pharmaceutical 
company. Since this falls under misdeed by an employee, the matched response for Piedmont 
was rebuilding and mismatched was diminishing. The rebuild response included statements such 
as the health center’s standards, information on how to contact the center, and additional staff 
training to be implemented. The diminish response included information on the center policy for 
accessing data information, that it was a one-time occurrence, and it was only one doctor who 
accessed the information. 
To answer research question 4, a paired-samples t-test was conducted to evaluated the 
impact of the preventable crisis type on brand reputation. There was significant decrease in brand 
reputation scores from the pre-brand-reputation test (Table 4.5). Scores from the pre-brand-
reputation test were (M = 4.57, SD = .83) to post-brand-reputation test (M = 3.84, SD = 1.04), 
t(127) = 7.22, p = .000 (two-tailed) for preventable control. The mean decrease in brand score 
was .72 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from .570 to 1.00. The eta squared statistic (.54) 
indicated a large effect size. 
To confirm the effects of a preventable crisis on brand reputation, a one-way ANOVA 
found that the preventable matched, unmatched, and control were all significantly different from 
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one another (Table 4.6). Like the findings for the preventable crisis t-tests, this signifies that a 
decrease in brand reputation could occur, regardless of response type when a preventable crisis 
occurs. 
This finding aligns with the SCCT theory in that a preventable crisis will cause 
reputational damage. This also mirrors what Thiessen and Ingenhoff (2011) published, stating 
that preventable crises hold higher levels of responsibility. Due to the significance in the 
negative, brand-reputation change, researchers suggest that organizations complete a risk 
analysis to identify any potential crises that could arise. Conducting a thorough risk assessment 
could help decrease potential preventable crisis occurrences (Coombs & Holladay, 2010). 
Based off SCCT and previous crisis-communications research, it was hypothesized (H3) 
that an unmatched preventable response would decrease the brand-reputation score. This 
hypothesis was accepted as the study found that participants who received the unmatched 
condition had a .96 decrease from the pre- to post-brand-reputation test. This signifies the need 
for an organization to understand the crisis type and ensure that the response aligns. This finding 
also reinforces that an unmatched response could cause more damage than having no response at 
all. Having unmatched responses could create contradictions and cause statements to seem 
egotistical, lack control and compassion for victims (Coombs, 2015). The acceptance of 
hypothesis 3 confirms that crisis communicators must be aware of crisis-communication 
theories, such as the SCCT, that provide guidelines for what appropriate responses match within 
a crisis situation.  
  Justification of Crisis Responses 
In addition to looking if crisis type effects brand reputation, researchers also looked at if 
participants’ perception of justification of responses and responsibility of crisis correlated with 
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post-brand-reputation scores. There was a weak, negative correlation between the two variables, 
r = -.13, n = 296, p < .05, with agreement of justification of tweets associated with higher levels 
of brand reputation. Findings from the Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient suggest there could 
be a possible correlation between justification of Piedmont’s response post-crisis and post-brand 
reputation. Per the results, if responses are seen as justified then brand reputation could increase. 
If the response is not justified, then brand reputation could decrease. Whether participants 
thought Piedmont’s responses were justified and aligned with the crisis presented could have 
influenced post-brand-reputation scores. Future research studies should ensure that participants 
view responses as the researches intended. This can be done by adding a qualitative aspect to the 
study and holding focus groups or a manipulation check question related to perception of the 
crisis. 
  Perceived Responsibility of a Crisis 
The findings from the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between perceived 
responsibility of crisis and post-brand reputation suggest there could be a low correlation 
between responsibility of crisis and post-brand reputation. There was a weak, negative 
correlation between the two variables, r = -.14, n = 296, p < . 05, with high levels of perceived 
responsibility of crisis yielding lower levels of brand reputation.  
This finding suggests that if the organization is perceived as being responsible for the 
crisis, then brand reputation scores could decrease and vice-versa if the organization is found not 
responsible for the crisis. This aligns with Coombs’ theory in that organizations with low 
attribution will have its brand reputation impacted less than if it is a high attribution situation. 
Crisis events that fall under accidental, such as the crisis described to participants of this study, 
are considered by Coombs (1996) to be of low attribution of crisis responsibility. High 
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attribution crises would be like the preventable crisis shown to participants. How participants 
view the responsibility of the crisis is important because for each crisis type, there is a 
recommended response strategy stated in SCCT (Coombs, 2016). Future research should ensure 
that the intended level of attribution occurs for each crisis-type treatment. 
  Implications and Recommendations 
  Practice 
This study is applicable for crisis managers who are responsible for protecting the 
reputation and reducing harm to an organization’s brand (Brown, Long, & Dickhaus, 2012; 
Coombs, 2015; Ulmer, Sellnow, & Seeger, 2015). Many organizations neglect to address social 
media as a multifaceted platform that may induce harm or good to its brand. Most organizations 
acknowledge that internal and external crises will and do occur, however, do not predict and 
prepare for unconventional crises outside of traditional media (Coombs, 2015). 
The findings of the study confirm the need for practitioners to understand the crisis type 
prior to responding and understand the role of social media in communication. As shown in the 
study, using an unmatched response could cause a decrease in brand reputation. This is 
especially true when using a low-attribution response for a high-attribution situation, as the 
response will fall short of what the crisis demands. Due to findings suggesting there is a 
correlation between use of Twitter and understanding an organization’s response, it is especially 
important for communication professionals to be concise and use the right strategies to 
disseminate information. 
The researchers suggest that organizations have a crisis-communications plan and 
conduct crisis-communication sessions prior to a crisis scenario to be fully prepared for an event 
to occur. Crises can be unexpected and stressful. By having training prior to a crisis event, 
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organizations can minimize internal confusion about who the crisis-communication team is and 
the communication strategy. Significant planning is suggested prior to a crisis event occurring 
since there can be a substantial impact if an organization does not align response the to the crisis 
occurring (Table 4.5). Due to crisis being moments of stress and chaos, having plans in place 
will help ensure proper communication strategies are used.  
It also would be of benefit for organizations to provide social-media training for 
employees, especially those charged with communications. Ideally, companies would provide 
social-media training for all employees to teach how to present themselves professionally. In 
addition, this training would cover what employees should or should not say on social-media 
during a crisis. At a minimum, organizations should provide social-media training for those 
charged with handling communications during a crisis. Trainings should ensure that the 
communicator is up-to-date on popular social-media platforms, what outlets the organization has 
accounts on, has literacy about outlets and that the person(s) understand(s) what role social 
media plays in the organization’s response strategy. 
The above recommendations require communication managers to have strong buy-in 
from the executive team of an organization, or what is called the dominant coalition (Ulmer, 
Sellnow, & Seeger, 2015). The dominant collection is defined by Cyert and March (1963) as a 
group whose purpose is largely set by a negotiation process among members of dominant 
coalitions pursuing certain interests. It is important for crisis-communication managers to build a 
reputation with the coalition prior to a crisis occurring. Most often crisis planning and training 
will need to be approved by an executive board since it will take time and money. Once a crisis 
does occur, a crisis manager might be charged with convincing the group that there is a problem 
that requires action to be taken. According to Larson (1989) and Tan (1985), people are 
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persuaded by three factors: 1) credibility, 2) emotion, and 3) reason. Crisis managers can appeal 
to a dominant collation by using rational appeal and facts, or by using emotion. Having a strong 
reputation with the dominant coalition can provide less resistance to crisis planning and crisis 
resolution. 
  Agricultural Communications 
Unlike the healthcare industry which has HIPPA, the agricultural industry lacks 
standardized guidelines on how to handle data (Plume, 2014). Agricultural data can include, but 
is not limited to, farm financial documents, crop yields, soil types, and market positions. Data 
privacy concerns in the agricultural industry has been discussed for almost 25 years since the 
first global positioning system was used (Russo, 2013). The discussion of data guidelines has 
increased with the popularity of precision agriculture, which is the use of information technology 
and a wide array of items such as GPS guidance, control systems, sensors, robotics, drones, 
autonomous vehicles, variable rate technology, GPS-based soil sampling, automated hardware, 
telematics, and software (Schmaltz, 2017). The use of global precision agriculture is set to grow 
to $10.70 billion by 2025 (Market Watch, 2017). 
A study conducted by University of Nebraska – Lincoln looked at issues of precision 
agriculture technology adoption and opinions with 135 participants throughout Nebraska in 
2015. Questions asked in the survey included common technology-based application techniques, 
participants’ perceptions to precision agriculture, and value in data ownership. In addition, 
participants were asked about how farm data was managed. Nearly 80% responded that farm 
data was managed, however it was not specified if it was self-managed or through a third party 
(Castle, Lubben, & Luck, 2015). Nearly 95% of participants agreed in the value of precision 
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agriculture, however opinions on how the data that stems from such technology is used varied 
(Castle, Lubben, & Luck, 2015). 
With the rise in use of precision agriculture, the question of who has access to the data 
will continue to be questioned (Russo, 2013). Without set guidelines on who can access the data, 
the chance of experiencing a data breach will increase. It is important that if a data breach with 
private farms’ data does occur from a third party, such as a university or equipment company, 
that an appropriate response is given to stakeholders and the public. Using SCCT, along with 
findings from this research, organizations who experience a data breach, whether it is accidental 
or preventable, can avoid potential damage to brand reputation. As previously discussed in 
chapter 4 and 5, if an inappropriate response is given, brand reputation can decrease. Poor brand 
reputation could cause an equipment company loss of sales or a university loss of credibility in 
the research field. Further research should be conducted to determine if data collected from 
precision agriculture has the same value as what was described as “personal information” such as 
social security number, home addresses, and medical information in this study. 
  Social Media  
 Social media is constantly shifting in its interface; however, it continues to play a major 
part of society’s communication. To align with the current theory, researchers suggest crisis-
communication professionals use the following rules for social media during a crisis: 1) be 
present, 2) be where the action is, and 3) be there before the crisis (Coombs, 2001).  
This research study focused on Twitter in particular. Twitter differs from other social-
media networks (i.e., Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest) in the way that relationships exist among 
the users. Broström (2010) notes that Facebook friends mirror more around real-world 
relationships; whereas, Twitter followers are connected to share similar interests and 
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information. Since Facebook has a larger following than Twitter, additional studies should be 
examined on the outlet to see if similar findings are found as they were on Twitter. 
  Experimental Design Research 
A designed experiment was conducted for this study to help fill the gap in research within 
crisis communications via social media. Due to data not aligning with previous work done in 
regards to SCCT, it would be of benefit to take the limitations from this study and duplicate the 
project. Due to this study being one of the first designed experiments looking at the effects of 
SCCT via Twitter on brand reputation, researchers have tracked items to enhance future studies 
in this area in addition to the suggestions already mentioned. The first item of importance to note 
is that researchers had attempted to mimic a real organization, crisis situation and responses via 
Twitter. However, the overall experience for participants was within Qualtrics and not real 
interactions with the organization or being on a social-media site. Empirical research shows that 
the most effective condition that brings forth positive relationship management outcomes is 
through facilitating two-way, open communication that seeks mutual benefit (Grunig, 2001; Hon 
& Grunig, 1999). Researchers believe that having a higher level of interactive messaging and 
two-way communication could help increase the positive feelings toward the organization in 
question. Ideally, a future research study would be conducted in a way that more realistically 
reproduces a live, interactive experience on an organization’s website and social-media feed. 
Since participants were aware the organization was fake and the website being viewed was 
designed specifically for the study, results for brand reputation could have been skewed. 
Additional focus on designing the crisis situation, crisis type, and crisis response could warrant 
more significant findings to occur. 
This research study created a starting point for future experimental design studies. By 
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modeling the experiment with the suggestions above, an experiment with more reliable results 
could occur. If insignificant findings continue to occur, it might be possible to determine that 
SCCT does not translate to social-media outlets with character limits and a different theory is 
needed for the industry to utilize in formulating social-media responses. 
  Theory 
 This thesis provides new insight to the importance of how messages are curated on social 
media to respond to a crisis. Previously, Coombs (2001) stated that the Internet did not 
“revolutionize” crisis communication; rather it “merely hastened the evolution” of crisis 
communication (p. 19). There is a lack of empirical evidence about the most effective strategies 
for communicating and presenting crisis-communication content via social media. However, 
there have been examinations of longer crisis response statements that have shown to improve 
one’s reputation after a crisis (Brown, Long, & Dickhaus, 2012). This finding from Brown, 
Long, and Dickhaus needs to be further examined and determined how it implicates how social 
media is used for SCCT. If 140 characters is not enough to persuade an audience, it may be 
necessary for crisis communicators to utilize images or other forms of media in social-media 
posts instead of just text. 
This study contributed to the body of empirical knowledge of how social media with 
limited character space impacts how a message is received. Findings also indicate that some 
response strategies utilized on traditional media might not hold true for Twitter and that further 
investigation is needed.  
  Education 
Social-media instruction throughout communication programs is important for students’ 
preparedness to enter the workforce. Learning and using new-media technology cultivates an 
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open mind and strong critical thinking skills that will benefit students when challenged in the 
future to look at and assess a variety of technological advancements and innovations within the 
journalism field (Auxier, 2012). According to Splichal and Sparks (1994), the general dominant 
areas usually considered important by communications scholars are: (a) training in skills/craft 
competencies or communication techniques; (b) theoretical knowledge on communication, 
particularly mass communication and the media; (c) methodology; and (d) background 
knowledge and specialization in specific areas of reporting, such as politics, economics, and arts. 
However, seven journalism academics co-authored “Learning Reconsidered: Education in the 
Digital Age: Communications, Convergence and the Curriculum,” (Meyer, et. al. 2003), which 
emphasizes the long-standing gap between the journalism industry and journalism education; 
which creates a faction among journalism and communications scholars. From the current 
research, it is suggested that new-media techniques should be taught in the classroom to ensure 
that students have knowledge of how to effectively communicate to a public within a limited 
character space. Attention also should be given on how to create a crisis-communication plan 
specifically for new-media outlets. 
In addition to incorporating new-media technology in the classroom, it is recommended 
that crisis-communication courses further theory-based teaching to incorporate empirical 
research. New media is constantly changing, and with it comes a need to constantly review how 
crisis communications takes place. Crisis-communication courses should strive to create a 
“living” syllabus that is updated based on what is occurring in the industry. Taking these 
considerations into mind would ideally improve the marketability of students in the field when 
starting a career. If students are aware of social-media and crisis-communication techniques prior 
to graduating, they will be able to provide quality and quick assistance to a company if a crisis 
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situation should arise. This not only strengthens the crisis-communications response team, but 
also helps protect a company’s brand reputation. 
Outside of the communication based departments, it has also been found by researchers at 
George Washington University School of Medicine and Health Sciences that much of the 
school's first-year medical students changed social-media behavior after participating in a social 
media and professionalism course (Gomes, Butera, Chretien, & Kind, 2017). The study results 
showed that the "formal" education benefited medical students as they developed professional 
habits inclusive of social media and looked to avoid behavior detrimental to careers. Having 
social-media courses provided to all students throughout the higher education system could 
potentially lead to future employees understanding the importance of social media and how to 
conduct themselves during a crisis, or prevent an organizational crisis from occurring online. 
  Additional Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research 
Participants of this study were limited to millennials in the Midwest region. The 
millennial generation was chosen due to being consistently associated with higher digital and use 
of social media (Millennials in Adulthood, 2014; Zickuhr, 2010). The crisis scenario was created 
at a university health center in hopes that individuals ranging from ages 18 to 34 would relate to 
either the university or health center aspect. Future studies should expand to cover generations 
outside of millennials and make sure that the population chosen can relate to the organization in 
crisis. 
In addition, at least 33% of participants had no college experience and another 50% only 
had an associate’s degree. It is possible that, due to participants not having a bachelor’s degree or 
higher, they were unable to relate to the organization. Researchers tried to overcome this obstacle 
by focusing on the healthcare aspect, for future studies it is recommended that participants are 
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limited to those who have university campus experience or that the organization is changed. A 
different approach would be to possibly incorporate more identifiable brands in the experiment 
or provide more extensive information about the organization. In addition, a focus group would 
be of benefit to discuss with participants the strengths and weaknesses of the brand to create an 
organization that is relatable or include a manipulation check for crisis within experiment. 
Participant locations included Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Iowa, 
Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota. Midwestern states 
were chosen to keep findings generalizable to one area of the United States. It could be of benefit 
for future research studies to capture an estimated ratio of social-media users from each state to 
represent what might occur in a national crisis. Since the organization was located in Delaware, 
participants in outside states might not have cared. However, if a participant was in Delaware, 
bias or confusion of knowing it was a fake organization may have occurred. Lastly, as previously 
mentioned this was a designed experiment. The pilot study that was conducted during the 
summer 2016 semester did not produce  
  Final Thoughts 
This research study was initiated due to the lack of research regarding crisis 
communications and social-media messaging outlets. As discussed in chapter two, there is 
limited research surrounding social media and crisis communications. The research that does 
exist mainly uses case studies and does not employ a designed experiment. This study serves as a 
reference point to future studies looking to empirically test the effects of SCCT via social media 
on brand reputation. 
This study suggests that parts of SCCT hold true on social media, including how a crisis 
is received and the impact of unmatched crisis-communication strategies. Reputation protection 
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is a valuable aspect of crisis communication and organizations invest a substantial amount of 
money and effort into building reputations. It would benefit organizations to have a theory-based 
strategy that is proven to protect reputation as much as possible when using social media in times 
of crisis.  
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Appendix A - Background of Organization 
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Appendix B - Twitter Responses about Crisis 
  Responses PR - Preventable, Rebuild 
 
  
100 
  Response PD - Preventable, Diminished 
 
  
101 
  Response AR - Accident, Rebuild 
 
  
102 
  Response AD - Accident, Diminish 
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Appendix C - Crisis Briefs 
  Crisis I - Preventable 
Crisis Brief 
The Piedmont Student Health Center was notified Thursday morning that a doctor 
repeatedly accessed patient records and sold personal information to a pharmaceutical 
company. This is a known federal violation of privacy and security of health information 
as well as against the health center’s policies. His actions put student’s personal 
information such as medical history, social security numbers, insurance details and 
contact information at risk to be distributed to third parties, which can cause identity 
fraud. 
  Crisis II - Accidental 
Crisis Brief 
The Piedmont Student Health Center was notified Thursday morning that its computer 
database, used to store students’ personal information, failed and redirected all entries to 
an unsecured network location. Due to information being unsecured, third parties could 
have been able to access information such as medical history, social security numbers, 
insurance details and contact information, which can cause identity fraud. 
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Appendix D - Brand Reputation Survey 
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Appendix G - Qualtrics Controlled Experimental Survey Design 
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